Development of Advanced Fe–Cr Alloys for Demanding Applications Utilizing Synchrotron Light Mediated Electron Spectroscopy

High-temperature corrosion resistance of ferritic stainless steels (Fe–Cr based alloys) is built upon the formation of protective Cr-rich oxide scale. However, Cr vaporization limits the use of Fe–Cr alloys under extreme service conditions; in particular, it has been identified as the most significant failure mechanism in solid-oxide fuel cells (SOFCs). Our study focusses on the initial stages of oxide scale formation on ferritic stainless steels and shows that the Cr vaporization can be controlled via the alloy composition and heat treatments.

In this work, we investigate the influence of heat treatment on the initial stages of oxidation of two Ti–Nb stabilized ferritic stainless steels (EN 1.45091,2 and EN 1.45213,4) at 650 °C by synchrotron light mediated X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and photoemission electron microscopy (PEEM). The high degree of alloying makes these alloys suitable for high temperature applications, but also renders the alloys prone to microstructural changes that can affect the growth of protective oxide scale. As a demonstration of this, we show that the heat treatment induced precipitation of (FeCrSi)2(MoNb)-type Laves phase results in less pronounced surface segregation and oxidation of minor alloying elements (Mo, Mn, Nb, Ti, Si). Most significantly, the diffusion of Mn and the formation of low volatile (MnCr)3O4 spinel oxide at the surface above Cr2O3 are strongly suppressed.
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High-Power 1180-nm GaInNAs DBR Laser Diodes

We report high-power 1180-nm GaInNAs distributed Bragg reflector laser diodes with and without a tapered amplifying section. The untapered and tapered components reached room temperature output powers of 655 mW and 4.04 W, respectively. The diodes exhibited narrow linewidth emission with side-mode suppression ratios in the range of 50 dB for a broad range of operating current, extending up to 2 A for the untapered component and 10 A for the tapered component. The high output power is rendered possible by the use of a high quality GaInNAs-based quantum well gain region, which allows for lower strain and better carrier confinement compared with traditional GaInAs quantum wells. The development opens new opportunities for the power scaling of frequency-doubled lasers with emission at yellow–orange wavelengths.
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Multi-material bio-printing facilities
Dispenser printing provides a method to produce 2D and 3D patterns from basically any liquid phase material. Dispensing considered here is a form of extrusion of material through a narrow diameter needle. An advantage of dispensing technique over conventional printing techniques is the avoidance of complicated ink formulation, which generally requires hazardous organic solvents that may be harmful to biological objects. Dispensing also allows materials with rather different properties such as different viscosity to be printed in the same process. Combining the dispensing printing of liquid phase materials and 3D printing of solid materials, complex structures with new functional properties can be fabricated, which is very challenging if not impossible using conventional manufacturing techniques.
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High power VECSEL prototype emitting at 625 nm
We demonstrate an OP-VECSEL prototype emitting more than 6W of CW output power at 625 nm. We employ dilute nitride (GaInNAs) quantum wells emitting fundamentally at 1250 nm together with intracavity frequency doubling.
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Decreasing Defect-State Density of Al2O3/GaIn1-xAs Device Interfaces with InOx Structures

Control of defect densities at insulator/GaIn1-xAs interfaces is essential for optimal operation of various devices like transistors and infrared detectors to suppress, for example, nonradiative recombination, Fermi-level pinning, and leakage currents. It is reported that a thin InOx interface layer is useful to limit the formation of these defects by showing effect of InOx on quantum efficiency of Ga0.45In0.55As detector and on photoluminescence of GaAs. A study of the Al2O3/GaAs interface via hard X-ray synchrotron photoelectron spectroscopy reveals chemical structure changes at the interface induced by this beneficial InOx incorporation: the InOx sheet acts as an O diffusion barrier that prevents oxidation of GaAs and concomitant As bond rupture.

Tuning Localized Surface Plasmon Resonances by Self-Assembly in Multi-Metal Nanostructures

Block copolymers together with conventional nanolithography offer an intriguing possibility to realize complex photonic nanostructures that would otherwise be impossible or extremely difficult to manufacture. Sub-wavelength nanostructures made of noble metals exhibit localized surface plasmon resonances that can be tailored by tuning the geometry of the structures. We demonstrate that combining plasmonic nanoarrays with block copolymer self-assembly allows realization of multi-metal structures that display altered optical behavior.

A high speed electron-beam lithography technique (Dots-On-The-Fly) was used to fabricate arrays of thin, plasmonic gold structures, which then acted as a directing template for the self-assembly of asymmetric poly(styrene-b-2-vinyl pyridine) (PS-P2VP). Solvothermal annealing resulted in the PS-P2VP assembling in the gap regions of the plasmonic structures. The P2VP domains could then be converted into a variety of metals such as Au, Ag or Pt to populate the gap with
plasmonic nanoparticles. 3D and 2D computational modeling was used to estimate the effects of geometry and material combinations on the far field spectrum and the local field-enhancement in the gap. Self-assembled multimaterial plasmonic devices have various applications in near field sensing, nonlinear optical interactions and photocatalysis.
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Optically pumped VECSELs: review of technology and progress
Vertical-external-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VECSELs) are the most versatile laser sources, combining unique features such as wide spectral coverage, ultrashort pulse operation, low noise properties, high output power, high brightness and compact form-factor. This paper reviews the recent technological developments of VECSELs in connection with the new milestones that continue to pave the way towards their use in numerous applications. Significant attention is devoted to the fabrication of VECSEL gain mirrors in challenging wavelength regions, especially at the yellow and red wavelengths. The reviewed fabrication approaches address wafer-bonded VECSEL structures as well as the use of hybrid mirror structures. Moreover, a comprehensive summary of VECSEL characterization methods is presented; the discussion covers different stages of VECSEL development and different operation regimes, pointing out specific characterization techniques for each of them. Finally, several emerging applications are discussed, with emphasis on the unique application objectives that VECSELs render possible, for example in atom and molecular physics, dermatology and spectroscopy.
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Tunable narrow-linewidth VECSELs for atomic and molecular physics
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VECSEL: a versatile laser tool for ion trappers
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Progress in Power Scaling and Wavelength Coverage of VECSELs
The main concepts and recent results underpinning the rapid development of verticalexternal-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VECSELs) are reviewed. In particular, we focus on developments addressing new wavelength domains and emerging applications.
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Transverse structure optimization of distributed feedback and distributed Bragg reflector lasers with surface gratings
Two figures of merit for single transverse mode operation and an accurate procedure for calculating the coupling coefficient in distributed feedback lasers with laterally-coupled ridge-waveguide surface grating structures and in
distributed Bragg reflector lasers with etched-through-ridge-waveguide surface gratings are introduced. Based on the
difference in optical confinement between the pumped and un-pumped regions in the transverse plane, the single
transverse mode operation figures of merit are effective and easy to calculate, while the improved coupling coefficient
calculation procedure gives experimentally confirmed better results than the conventional calculation approaches,
particularly for surface gratings with variable refractive index in the grating areas.
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Pyrolysed cellulose nanofibrils and dandelion pappus in supercapacitor application
Dandelion pappus and wood based nanocellulose fibrils were combined to form films that were subsequently pyrolyzed
under low-pressure conditions in a carbon monoxide (CO) rich atmosphere to make supercapacitor electrode material.
The electrodes were prepared from these materials and pyrolysed under low-pressure conditions in a carbon monoxide-
rich atmosphere. The electrode materials and assembled supercapacitors were electrically and structurally characterized.
The assembled six supercapacitors showed specific capacitances per electrode ranging from 1 to 6 F/g and surface
resistance of pyrolyzed electrodes ranging from 30 to 170 Ω/□. Finally, equivalent series resistance and leakage current
measurements were conducted for three samples, resulting values from 125 to 500 Ω and from 0.5 to 5.5 µA, respectively.
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Investigation of the structural anisotropy in a self-assembling glycinate layer on Cu(100) by scanning tunneling microscopy and density functional theory calculations

Self-assembling organic molecule-metal interfaces exhibiting free-electron like (FEL) states offers an attractive bottom-up approach to fabricating materials for molecular electronics. Accomplishing this, however, requires detailed understanding of the fundamental driving mechanisms behind the self-assembly process. For instance, it is still unresolved as to why the adsorption of glycine (NH2(CH2)COOH) on isotropic Cu(100) single crystal surface leads, via deprotonation and self-assembly, to a glycinate (NH2(CH2)COO−) layer that exhibits anisotropic FEL behavior. Here, we report on bias-dependent scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) experiments and density functional theory (DFT) calculations for glycine adsorption on Cu(100) single crystal surface. We find that after physical vapor deposition (PVD) of glycine on Cu(100), glycinate self-assembles into an overlayer exhibiting c(2x4) and p(2x4) symmetries with non-identical adsorption sites. Our
findings underscore the intricacy of electrical conductivity in nanomolecular organic overlayers and the critical role the structural anisotropy at molecule-metal interface plays in the fabrication of materials for molecular electronics.
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**Multi-wavelength mid-IR light source for gas sensing**
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Analysis of the photon–photon resonance influence on the direct modulation bandwidth of dual-longitudinal-mode distributed feedback lasers

The paper explores the possibilities to extend the direct modulation bandwidth in dual-longitudinal-mode distributed feedback lasers by exploiting the photon–photon resonance induced by the interaction of the two modes in the laser cavity. The effects on the direct amplitude modulation and on the direct modulation of the difference frequency between the two modes are analyzed using simulation and experimental results. When the photon–photon resonance, which occurs at the difference frequency between the two modes, is properly placed at a higher frequency than the carrier-photon resonance, the small-signal amplitude modulation (AM) bandwidth of the laser can be significantly increased. However, both simulations and experiments point out that a high small-signal AM bandwidth does not lead to a high large-signal AM bandwidth if the small-signal modulation response has significant variations across the modulation bandwidth. The paper shows that a high large-signal AM bandwidth is obtained when the two modes are significantly unbalanced, whereas a high-bandwidth difference frequency modulation can be best detected when the two modes are balanced and the DC bias is properly chosen.
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Roll-to-roll manufacturing of disposable surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) sensors on paper based substrates

We present two cost-effective routes for roll-to-roll (R2R) manufacturing of silver nanoparticle based surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) active substrates on paper utilizing either inkjet printing or liquid flame spray (LFS) nanoparticle deposition. Paper is cost-effective, renewable, recyclable, and biodegradable that can easily be disposed after the SERS analysis. Paper based substrates can have a strong luminescence that can overshadow the rather weak SERS signal. Two solutions are presented here that solve the luminescence issue of the base paper substrate. A full silver coverage by inkjet printing or alternatively a simple flexography carbon coating can suppress the background luminescence allowing a reliable SERS characterization. The detection limit of the sample analyte crystal violet was 100 nM corresponding to 100 fmol in a 1 µl sample volume. These approaches can provide a cost-effective route towards disposable, point-of-care SERS active substrates.
31% European InGaP/GaAs/InGaNAS Solar Cells For Space Application
We report a triple junction InGaP/GaAs/InGaNAS solar cell with efficiency of ~31% at AM0, 25 °C fabricated using a combined molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal-organic chemical vapour deposition (MOCVD) processes. The prototype cells comprise of InGaNAS (Indium Gallium Nitride Arsenide) bottom junction grown on a GaAs (Gallium Arsenide) substrate by MBE and middle and top junctions deposited by MOCVD. Repeatable cell characteristics and uniform efficiency pattern over 4-inch wafers were obtained. Combining the advantages offered by MBE and MOCVD opens a new perspective for fabrication of high-efficiency space tandem solar cells with three or more junctions. Results of radiation resistance of the sub-cells are also presented and critically evaluated to achieve high efficiency in EOL conditions.
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Advances of GaAs laser diode technology for photonic integration
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Chasing measurements for real-world emissions of city buses
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Design considerations on GaInNAs solar cells with back surface reflectors

We report on modeling of electrical characteristics of dilute nitride GaInNAs solar cells with specular and diffuse back surface reflectors. The paper concentrates on optimization of the GaInNAs junction thickness and doping level for various reflectors. Usually, it is considered that the doping level of GaInNAs should be clearly below 1×10¹⁶ cm⁻³ to be usable for active sub-junction material of high-efficiency triple junction solar cells. Here we show that this requirement can be alleviated by using high quality diffuse back surface reflectors and thus GaInNAs with background doping levels even exceeding 1×10¹⁶ cm⁻³ can be used for junction formation for high-efficiency multijunction solar cells. The reflectance of the back surface reflector is shown to affect the optimal GaInNAs thickness. The higher the reflectance the thinner layers can be used. We also show that the optimal GaInNAs layer thickness is different depending on whether the optimization is done for the short circuit current density or open circuit voltage.

Dilute Nitride Solar Cells - Technology Developments Towards 50% Efficiency

The optical properties of noble metals arise from the plasmonic oscillations of conduction electrons. The plasmon resonances can give rise to strong local fields (“hotspots”) near metal surfaces. For nanoparticles (NPs), localized surface plasmons (LSP) exhibit a high degree of optical field confinement. LSP resonances of individual NPs are sensitive to their size and shape, type of metal, and dielectric environment. However, the quality of the LSP resonances (line width and field enhancement) depends on the lifetime of the localized plasmonic excitations. The longer is the plasmon lifetime, the narrower the linewidth and the stronger the field enhancement will be.

A pioneering pathway to improve the optical response of plasmonic systems is to use plasmonic Fano resonances (PFR). The PFR, which is the result of the interference between bright (superradiant) and dark (subradiant) modes in metallic nanostructures, gives rise to reduced radiative loss resulting in strong near-field enhancement and a tunable resonance. Here, a simple structure composed of exquisitely-controlled assembly of a nanodimer consisting of a metal nanosphere and nanorod is designed to generate PFR in the near infrared region.

We investigated and analyzed the dependence of the PFR in such a structure on its geometrical parameters such as the size of the rod and the sphere, their interparticle separation. We also addressed different excitation polarization, including linear, azimuthal, and radial polarizations. We show that PFR is polarization-dependent and exhibits high sensitivity to the geometrical parameters. In order to verify that this structure can generate a second-harmonic generation (SHG) response, we calculated the extinction cross-section and the near-field distributions at the fundamental and SHG wavelengths. In addition to that, the preliminary experimental results agree with the numerical study, indicating that an excitation at the PRF resonance leads to an enhancement of the SHG response of the rod-sphere metallic nanodimer.
Identifying criteria for environmental risk assessment models at different stage-gates of nano-material/product innovation considering requirements of various stakeholders
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Improved corrosion properties of Hot Dip Galvanized Steel by nanomolecular silane layers as hybrid interface between zinc and top coatings

Thin organic coatings (TOC) or paints on hot dip galvanized steel (HDGS) improve the corrosion properties and create visually pleasing surfaces. Delamination of these coatings lead to corrosion and peeling of the paints. Hence, a novel method for improved adhesion and corrosion properties for HDGS surfaces is introduced. It is shown how the fabrication of a nanomolecular silane film as an interfacial layer between the HDGS and TOC or paint improves the corrosion properties of HDGS in different pH regimes. Understanding the corrosion behavior of ultra-thin silane layers under differing pH is crucial as subsequent coatings have different pHs. By varying the silanization parameters two different nanomolecular surface structures of aminopropyl trimethoxysilane (APS) on HDGS were fabricated: well-ordered monolayers with approximately 1 nm thickness and highly clustered APS films with a thickness in the range of 5-8 nm. To verify the nanomolecular APS structures, photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) and contact angle (CA) measurements were employed. The corrosion properties of HDGS and silanized HDGS were studied with linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). It is shown that at pH 5 and 7 passivation behavior is observed on silanized samples but the most significant improvement in corrosion resistance is found at pH 10 where the corrosion currents of silanized samples are up to two orders of magnitude lower than on uncoated metallic samples. Also, it is demonstrated that the corrosion inhibition of APS is not only dependent on the thickness of the silane film, but also the molecular ordering at the surface. The thin, well-ordered APS monolayer is more resistant towards corrosion in NaCl solution (pH 7) than thicker clustered APS layer. This indicates that the highly ordered nanomolecular surface structure protects the HDGS-silane interface from the Cl- adsorption better than the thicker, but more randomly ordered APS layers. Nanomolecular interfacial silane films for enhanced corrosion and adhesion properties on HDGS are transferrable to industrial production lines providing a low cost and environmentally friendly method for improved HDGS products.
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**Novel III-V Heterostructures for High Efficiency Solar Cells**
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**Sensitivity analysis of a model characterizing nanoparticle agglomeration, dispersion and deposition processes in the atmosphere**
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Simultaneous modelling of dispersion and aerosol dynamics of workplace aerosol
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Thermal Modification of ALD Grown Titanium Oxide Ultra Thin Film for Photoanode Applications
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High power (60 mW) GaSb-based 1.9 μm superluminescent diode with cavity suppression element

The characteristics and the fabrication of a 1.9 μm superluminescent diode utilizing a cavity suppression element are reported. The strong suppression of reflections allows the device to reach high gain without any sign of lasing modes. The high gain enables strong amplified spontaneous emission and output power up to 60 mW in a single transverse mode. At high gain, the spectrum is centered around 1.9 μm and the full width at half maximum is as large as 60 nm. The power and spectral characteristics pave the way for demonstrating compact and efficient light sources for spectroscopy. In particular, the light source meets requirements for coupling to silicon waveguides and fills a need for leveraging to mid-IR applications photonics integration circuit concepts exploiting hybrid integration to silicon technology.
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Biomaterials for Electronics

Challenges of climate change, ecological scarcity and depletion of natural resources form a global push towards a bioeconomy, which means shifting from fossil to renewable raw materials. Wood biomass will likely get a significant role in the Finnish bioeconomy. Finnish economy has conventionally focused on bulk products, while the challenge in the future is to bring high added value to the fibre based components and products. Cellulose based nanomaterials are low-cost, strong, porous, lightweight, solution processable, biocompatible, biodegradable and piezoelectric biomaterials, which have obvious applications for example in biomedical and electronic applications.

Piezoelectric sensors are widely applicable for various healthcare and well-being applications. We have recently studied flexible piezoelectric sensors made from commercial PVDF films and printable PVDF-TrFE ink, as well as biodegradable films from wood-based cellulose nanofibrils (CNF) [1] and bacterial cellulose (BC).

The high porosity of CNF makes it also a promising material for supercapacitors, also known as electrochemical double-layer capacitors (EDLC). We have recently demonstrated the fabrication of supercapacitor electrodes from a mixture of CNF and dandelion using high temperature pyrolysis.
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VECSEL systems for the generation and manipulation of trapped magnesium ions

Experiments in atomic, molecular, and optical (AMO) physics rely on lasers at many different wavelengths and with varying requirements on the spectral linewidth, power, and intensity stability. Vertical external-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VECSELs), when combined with nonlinear frequency conversion, can potentially replace many of the laser systems currently in use. Here, we present and characterize VECSEL systems that can perform all laser-based tasks for quantum information processing experiments with trapped magnesium ions. For the photoionization of neutral magnesium, 570.6 nm light is generated with an intracavity frequency-doubled VECSEL containing a lithium triborate crystal. External frequency doubling produces 285.3 nm light for a resonant interaction with the $1S_0\rightarrow1P_1$ transition of neutral Mg. Using an externally frequency-quadrupled VECSEL, we implement Doppler cooling of Mg$^{2+}$ on the $2S_{1/2}\leftrightarrow2P_{3/2}$ cycling transition, repumping on the $2S_{1/2}\leftrightarrow2P_{1/2}$ transition, coherent state manipulation, and resolved sideband cooling close to the motional ground state. Our systems serve as prototypes for applications in AMO requiring single-frequency, power-scalable laser sources at multiple wavelengths.
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Elastic-Plastic Transition in MBE-Grown GaSb Semiconducting Crystal Examined by Nanoindentation
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Improved antifouling properties and selective biofunctionalization of stainless steel by employing heterobifunctional silane-polyethylene glycol overlayers and avidin-biotin technology

A straightforward solution-based method to modify the biofunctionality of stainless steel (SS) using heterobifunctional silane-polyethylene glycol (silane-PEG) overlayers is reported. Reduced nonspecific biofouling of both proteins and bacteria onto SS and further selective biofunctionalization of the modified surface were achieved. According to photoelectron spectroscopy analyses, the silane-PEGs formed less than 10 Å thick overlayers with close to 90% surface coverage and reproducible chemical compositions. Consequently, the surfaces also became more hydrophilic, and the observed non-specific biofouling of proteins was reduced by approximately 70%. In addition, the attachment of E. coli was reduced by more than 65%. Moreover, the potential of the overlayer to be further modified was demonstrated by successfully coupling biotinylated alkaline phosphatase (bAP) to a silane-PEG-biotin overlay via avidin-biotin bridges. The activity of the immobilized enzyme was shown to be well preserved without compromising the achieved antifouling properties. Overall, the simple solution-based approach enables the tailoring of SS to enhance its activity for biomedical and biotechnological applications.

Fabrication of topographically microstructured titanium silicide interface for advanced photonic applications

We present a widely scalable, high temperature post-growth annealing method for converting ultra-thin films of TiO2 grown by atomic layer deposition to topographically microstructured titanium silicide (TiSi). The photoemission electron microscopy results reveal that the transformation from TiO2 to TiSi at 950 °C proceeds via island formation. Inside the islands, TiO2 reduction and Si diffusion play important roles in the formation of the highly topographically microstructured TiSi interface with laterally nonuniform barrier height contact. This is advantageous for efficient charge transfer in Si-based heterostructures for photovoltaic and photoelectrochemical applications.
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**Titanium Nitride Microelectrodes Deposited by Ion Beam Assisted E-beam Evaporation**

An alternative method for fabricating titanium nitride (TiN) microelectrodes is presented. In order to decrease the impedance and noise levels of microelectrodes, one of the most common methods is to coat the electrodes with TiN. Usually that has required the use of a sputtering device, but we have demonstrated that also an e-beam coater can be used for TiN deposition, if equipped with an ion source. Our first 30 µm microelectrodes fabricated by ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD) have impedances around 75 kΩ, which is close to the impedances reported for sputter deposited TiN microelectrodes.
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**High-efficiency GaInP/GaAs/GaInNAs solar cells grown by combined MBE-MOCVD technique**

Triple-junction GaInP/GaAs/GaInNAs solar cells with conversion efficiency of ~29% at AM0 are demonstrated using a combination of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) processes. The bottom junction made of GaInNAs was first grown on a GaAs substrate by MBE and then transferred to an MOCVD system for subsequent overgrowth of the two top junctions. The process produced repeatable cell characteristics and uniform efficiency pattern over 4-inch wafers. Combining the advantages offered by MBE and MOCVD opens a new perspective for fabrication of high-efficiency tandem solar cells with three or more junctions.
Single-frequency 571nm VECSEL for photo-ionization of magnesium

We report the development of an intracavity-frequency-doubled vertical external-cavity surface-emitting laser (VECSEL) emitting at 571 nm for photoionization of magnesium. The laser employs a V-cavity geometry with a gain chip at the end of one cavity arm and a lithium triborate (LBO) crystal for second harmonic generation. The gain chip has a bottom-emitting design with ten GaInAs quantum wells of 7 nm thickness, which are strain compensated by GaAsP. The system is capable of producing up to 2.4 ± 0.1 W (total power in two separate output beams) in the visible. The free-running relative intensity noise was measured to be below −55 dBc/Hz over all frequencies from 1 Hz to 1 MHz. With acoustic isolation and temperature regulation of the laser breadboard, the mode-hop free operation time is typically over 5 hrs. To improve the long-term frequency stability, the laser can be locked to a Doppler-free transition of molecular iodine. To estimate the short-term linewidth, the laser was tuned to the resonance of a reference cavity. From analysis of the on-resonance Hänsch-Couillaud error signal we infer a linewidth of 50 ± 10 kHz. Light at 285 nm is generated with an external build-up cavity containing a β-barium borate (BBO) crystal. The UV light is used for loading 25Mg+ ions in a surface-electrode RF Paul trap. These results demonstrate the applicability and versatility of high-power, single-frequency VECSELs with intracavity harmonic generation for applications in atomic and molecular physics.
High-Power Tapered Distributed Bragg Reflector Laser Diodes Emitting at 1550 nm

Compact LIDAR systems work in the near infrared (NIR) area, more specifically at wavelengths around 800 nm to 900 nm. In adverse weather the measurement range decreases dramatically as the light is attenuated by rain drops or fog. The penetration length can be improved by increasing the optical peak power of the lasers, but in the NIR spectral range the maximum emission power permitted due to eye safety is very limited and almost reached by the current systems. A significantly higher optical power can be used in the short wave infrared (SWIR) range. LIDAR systems working, for example, at 1550 nm are employed in military applications. However, these LIDAR systems are very bulky. This paper presents a compact high-power single-mode 1.55 µm laser diode for LIDAR applications.

The AlGaInAs/InP distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) lasers comprise a passive DBR section, an active ridge waveguide (RWG) section and tapered gain-guided sections of different lengths and have been fabricated without regrowth. Measurements indicate that the output power scales with the length of the tapered section and hint that one of the limiting factors for power scaling with the tapered section length is the non-uniform heating of the chip. According to thermal simulations, the non-uniform heating seems to cause devices with a long tapered section to roll-over at a much lower average power density than devices with a shorter tapered section.

Typical devices emit up to 560 mW in single-mode continuous wave operation at room temperature with a high spectral purity (38 dB side-mode suppression ratio, SMSR, at maximum power). By changing the length of the tapered section from 0.5 mm to 4.0 mm the maximum power could be increased from 125 mW to 560 mW. The tapered section and the RWG section are driven with separate currents. The maximum power was achieved with 10 A current to the tapered section and 350 mA current to the RWG section. The peak emission wavelength can be tuned by more than 2 nm either by changing the tapered section current (at a rate of about 0.4 nm/A) or by changing the temperature (at a rate of about 0.1 nm/°C, between 10 °C to 40 °C).
High-resolution x-ray diffraction and photoluminescence study of high-quality self-catalyzed GaAs nanowires
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Novel self-catalyzed GaAs nanowires with electrical contacts
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Structural and Electrical Characterization of Solution-Processed Electrodes for Piezoelectric Polymer Film Sensors

Solution-processable graphene and carbon nanotube-based electrode materials were used here to provide electrodes on flexible piezoelectric polyvinylidenefluoride sensors. Piezoelectric sensitivity measurements, image-based analysis, adhesion tests, and sheet resistance measurements were applied to these printable sensors to rigorously analyze their performance and structure. The printable sensors showed electrical performance similar to metallized sensors, whereas the adhesion of the solution-processed materials to the substrate is not as high as that of the evaporated metal films. This also affects the measured sensor sensitivity values. The measurements based on optical images were found to be a promising method to capture detailed information about the electrode surface structure.
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Difference frequency modulation of multi-section dual-mode lasers with nanoscale surface gratings
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Ambient-Pressure XPS Study of a Ni-Fe Electro catalyst for the Oxygen Evolution Reaction
Chemical analysis of solid-liquid interfaces under electrochemical conditions has recently become feasible due to the development of new synchrotron radiation techniques. Here we report the use of "tender" X-ray ambient-pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (APXPS) to characterize a thin film of Ni-Fe oxyhydroxide electrodeposited on Au as the working electrode at different applied potentials in 0.1 M KOH as the electrolyte. Our results show that the as-prepared 7 nm thick Ni-Fe (50% Fe) film contains Fe and Ni in both their metallic as well as oxidized states, and undergoes further oxidation when the sample is subjected to electrochemical oxidation-reduction cycles. Metallic Fe is oxidized to Fe$^{3+}$ and metallic Ni to Ni$^{2+/3+}$. This work shows that it is possible to monitor the chemical nature of the Ni-Fe catalyst as a function of potential when the corresponding current densities are small. This allows for operando measurements just above the onset of OER; however, current densities as they are desired in photoelectrochemical devices (∼1-10 mA cm$^{-2}$) could not be achieved in this work, due to ohmic losses in the thin electrolyte film. We use a two-dimensional model to describe the spatial distribution of the electrochemical potential, current density, and pH as a function of the position above the electrolyte meniscus, to provide guidance toward enabling the acquisition of operando APXPS at high current density. The shifts in binding energy of water with applied potential predicted by the model are in good agreement with the experimental...
Exact modeling of finite temperature and quantum delocalization effects on reliability of quantum-dot cellular automata

A thorough simulation study is carried out on thermal and quantum delocalization effects on the feasibility of a quantum-dot cellular automata (QCA) cell. The occupation correlation of two electrons is modeled with a simple four-site array of harmonic quantum dots (QD). QD sizes range from 20 nm to 40 nm with site separations from 20 nm to 100 nm, relevant for state-of-the-art GaAs/InAs semiconductor technology. The choice of parameters introduces QD overlap, which is only simulated properly with exact treatment of strong Coulombic correlation and thermal equilibrium quantum statistics. These are taken into account with path integral Monte Carlo approach. Thus, we demonstrate novel joint effects of quantum delocalization and decoherence in QCA, but also highly sophisticated quantitative evidence supporting the traditional relations in pragmatic QCA design. Moreover, we show the effects of dimensionality and spin state, and point out the parameter space conditions, where the 'classical' treatment becomes invalid.
Color Bricks: Building Highly Organized and Strongly Absorbing Multicomponent Arrays of Terpyridyl Perylenes on Metal Oxide Surfaces

Terpyridine-substituted perylenes containing cyclic anhydrides in the peri position were synthesized. The anhydride group served as an anchor for assembly of the terpyridyl-crowned chromophores as monomolecular layers on metal oxide surfaces. Further coordination with Zn2+ ions allowed for layer-by-layer formation of supramolecular assemblies of perylene imides on the solid substrates. With properly selected anchor and linker molecules it was possible to build high quality structures of greater than ten successive layers by a simple and straightforward procedure. The prepared films were stable and had a broad spectral coverage and high absorbance. To demonstrate their potential use, the synthesized dyes were employed in solid-state dye-sensitized solar cells, and electron injection from the perylene antennas to titanium dioxide was observed.
1550 nm high-power tapered DBR-laser diodes
This paper reports the DBR-RWG surface grating design, the fabrication process, and the output characteristics of tapered DBR laser diodes for applications such as LIDAR and range finding that require eye-safe high-power single-mode coherent light sources. The regrowth-free AlGaInAs/InP DBR lasers exhibited a CW output power as high as 560 mW in single-mode operation at room temperature. At maximum output power the SMSR was 38 dB. By changing the length of the tapered section from 0.5 mm to 4.0 mm, the maximum CW power could be scaled from 125 mW to 560 mW at room temperature.

Antibacterial and photocatalytic activity of nanocoatings generated by Liquid Flame Spray
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Antibacterial and photocatalytic nanocoatings generated by Liquid Flame Spray
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Can mass size distribution measurements give new information on the particle production with the Liquid Flame Spray?
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Difference Frequency Modulation in Dual-Mode Multi-Section DFB Lasers
Dual-longitudinal-mode multi-section DFB lasers with surface gratings were fabricated at 1310 and 1550 nm. Frequency differences between 15 and 1000 GHz were achieved and were modulated by several GHz with rates up to 10 GHz.
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Dilute Nitride Four-Junction Solar Cell
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Dilute nitride solar cells fabricated by combined MBE-MOCVD epitaxy
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High efficiency dilute nitride solar cells: Simulations meet experiments
Parameter extraction procedure and simulation of dilute nitride solar cells are reported. Using PC1D simulation and fitting to experimental current-voltage and external quantum efficiency data, we retrieve the phenomenological material parameters for GaInNAs solar cells. Based on these, we have constructed a model that can explain the changes in short circuit current and open circuit voltage of n-i-p solar cells subjected to rapid thermal annealing. The model reveals that non-annealed MBE-grown GaInNAs material has an n-type doping that evolves to p-type upon rapid thermal annealing. The change of doping type and the shift of the physical location of the pn-junction were confirmed by Kelvin-probe force microscopy. The PC1D modelling was found to work well also for GaInNAs p-i-n solar cells with opposite polarity. It was also found that the GaInNAs lower doping levels in p-i-n solar cells grown at lowered As/III flux ratios were associated with increased carrier lifetimes.
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High-efficiency III-V solar cells: From drawing board to real devices

The record solar cell conversion efficiency of 46% at concentrated sunlight has been demonstrated by direct bonding technique [1]. Regardless of the high efficiencies obtained using the direct wafer bonding technique, the conventional monolithic approach used in commercial solar cell production has several benefits, including production technology and cost-related factors. And yet, there is a high un-used potential, particularly in new materials that can be grown lattice-matched onto GaAs or Ge substrates. For example, by utilizing dilute nitride materials in multijunction solar cell structures with more than three junctions and by carefully optimizing structural elements and manufacturing technology, efficiencies exceeding 50% is a realistic target [2]. Here we review our theoretical and experimental work carried out on development of various parts of high-efficiency multijunction solar cells based on GaInNAsSb-based materials, i.e., dilute nitrides. First of all, we have developed a molecular beam epitaxy process for GaInNAsSb sub-junction with very high external quantum efficiency exceeding 90%. This building block is essential for achieving high conversion efficiency for GaInP/GaAs/GaInNAsSb triple-junction solar cells. Secondly, the use of a variety of electro-optical simulation tools such as Crosslight APSYS, Silvaco TCAD, PC1D, Es-sential MacLeod and semi-empirical analytical models combined with experimental work on numerous test samples have helped in fabricating ultra-low specific resistivity tunnel junctions and high-quality sub-junctions based on conventional III-V materials such as GaInP and GaAs to be integrated with the dilute nitride sub-junction. Thirdly, we have also extracted important material specific physical parameters such as carrier lifetimes, mobilities and concentrations for dilute nitrides by matching the simulations to experimental solar cell device characteristics [3]. The extracted parameters are used for refining the simulation models which provide deeper understanding of the device physics. The work done so far has led to a rapid increase in conversion efficiency of our GaInP/GaAs/GaInNAsSb triple-junction solar cells – at a pace of ~5 %-points/year since 2012. High-efficiency solar cells with efficiencies of 29% and 31% at one sun (AM0 and AM1.5G, respectively) and 36–39% under concentrated sunlight (at ~70 suns) have already been demonstrated [4,5]. Additionally, the effects of various optical and structural design elements related to fabrication of real III-V multijunction solar cells will be critically reviewed. Especially, we will concentrate on the pros and cons of backside reflector structure architectures – including various planar reflector types and Lambertian scatterers – and nanostructured antireflection coatings [6] which are currently widely employed for solar cell photon management. The consequences of adding such elements to the fabrica-tion process and impact on improving the conversion efficiency towards >50% efficiency are assessed.

Influence of age-precipitation of Nb-Ti stabilized FeCr alloy on the initial stages of oxide film formation at 650 °C

This study reports the preparation of advanced carbon fiber composites with a nanocomposite matrix prepared by dispersing multiwall carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in a powder type epoxy oligomer with two different processing techniques (1) master batch dilution technique and (2) direct mixing (with the help of twin-screw extruder in both cases). The master
batch technique shows a better efficiency for the dispersion of the CNTs aggregates. The rheological results demonstrate that the incorporation of the CNTs into the epoxy oligomer leads, as expected, to a marked increase in the viscosity and of the presence of a yield stress point that also depends on the processing technique adopted. Carbon fiber (CFRP) and glass fiber (GFRP) composite materials were produced by electrostatic spraying of the epoxy matrix formulations on the carbon and glass fabric, respectively, followed by calendering and mold pressing. The mechanical properties of the obtained epoxy/CNT-matrix composite materials, such as interlaminar fracture toughness, flexural strength, shear storage and loss moduli are discussed in terms of the processing techniques and fabric material. The incorporation of 1 wt% CNTs in the epoxy matrix results in a relevant increase of the fracture toughness, flexural strength and modulus of both CFRP and GFRP. POLYM. COMPOS., 2015. © 2015 Society of Plastics Engineers
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**In vivo genotoxic effects of uncoated and coated CeO2 NPs administrated to mice by pharyngeal aspiration**
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Linear Channel Modeling and Error Analysis for Intra/Inter Cellular Ca2+ Molecular Communication

The use of intra/inter-cellular calcium ion (Ca2+) signaling for molecular communication (MC) is investigated in this paper. In particular, the elevation of the intracellular Ca2+ concentration upon the external excitation, i.e., Ca2+ wave generation, and the intercellular propagation of Ca2+ wave over consecutive cells are studied for information transmission. The main objective of this paper is to develop a linear channel model for intra/inter-cellular CA2+ MC. In this context, the end-to-end CA2+ MC system is studied under three blocks: the wave generation, the gap junctional (intercellular) propagation, and the intracellular propagation. The wave generation block captures the intracellular Ca2+ signaling pathway including the release of Ca2+ from the organelles and the buffers inside a cell, and the intake from the extracellular space. The gap junctional (intercellular) propagation block captures the Ca2+ transition through the gap junctions between the touching cells. The intracellular propagation block defines the effect of the cytoplasmic diffusion. Using the developed blocks for the different biophysical phenomena, the end-to-end channel gain and delay formulas are derived. Furthermore, the bit error probability is studied to reveal the impact of the detection threshold. This work provides the basis for the modeling, analysis and the design of Ca2+ MC systems.

Magnetic cotton yarns: optimization of magnetic properties

In this paper, we present the effect of ferrite percentage content and electric current intensity passing through the electromagnet coil on magnetic properties (saturation induction, residual induction, and coercive field) of magnetic staple yarns. Also, we present a method for obtaining magnetic yarns by direct coating with magnetic powder (barium ferrite). The aim of the study is to determine the optimal processing factors that can affect the performance of magnetic characteristics using an experimental design for second-order model. The results show that an increase in ferrite percentage content is influencing the saturation and residual induction more than an increase in applied current intensity. The increase in saturation and residual induction is due to the higher content of ferrite powder from the magnetic solution that adheres on the yarn surface. The higher is the value of coercive field, the larger is the force needed to completely
demagnetize the magnetic yarn.

**Measurement of aerosol charge distributions**
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Optimizing iron alloy catalyst materials for photoelectrochemical water splitting: Passivation of FeCr alloy surface by water vapour using near-ambient-pressure photoelectron spectroscopy
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Photoluminescence properties of novel GaAsBi compounds fabricated by molecular beam epitaxy
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Planar fluidic channels on TiO2 nanoparticle coated paperboard
A new design for permanent, low-cost, and planar fluidic channels on TiO2 nanoparticle coated paperboard is demonstrated. Initially superhydrophobic TiO2 nanoparticle coatings can be converted to hydrophilic by ultraviolet (UVA) light, and fluidic channels can be generated. A simple water treatment after the UVA illumination converts the channels permanent when nanoparticles are removed from the illuminated and wetted areas as shown by water contact angle, FE-SEM, XPS, and ToF-SIMS analysis. This suggests new routes for inexpensive, easy to use point-of-care diagnostics based on planar fluidic channels.
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Site-controlled InAs Quantum Dots Coupled to Surface Plasmons
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Teollisten nanohiukkasten ympäristöriskien arviointi
In the 21st century, increasing number of nanoscale materials such as engineered nanoparticles (ENP) are produced for various industrial applications and everyday products. However, recent studies have shown that some ENPs may cause adverse effects on human health and the environment, thus a need to assess and govern risks has arisen, to ensure development and production of low-risk products containing ENPs. In order to reliably assess the risks, analytical measurement methods are needed, along with modeling methods that take into account the processes ENPs undergo in the nature. Present risk assessment models do not sufficiently consider the processes affecting ENPs after they are released into the atmosphere.

In this Master’s thesis, how the effect of possible atmospheric processes can be considered in assessments of the environmental and health risks of ENPs is studied. A Gaussian atmospheric dispersion model is proposed to model the behavior and fate of ENPs after their release into the atmosphere. The model is developed to compute exposure estimates to be used in risk assessment. Additionally, a SimpleBox4Nano-model, found during the literature review, is recommended as an exemplary model that takes into account some of the atmospheric processes. The thesis focuses also on how the uncertainty that is present in the current models can be reduced through sensitivity analysis. A sensitivity testing was performed for the dispersion model considered in this thesis and it was found that exposure estimates change the most when model input parameters such as particle mass, particle size, atmospheric stability class, wind speed and...
size of the particle plume are varied. This kind of sensitivity testing could be a way to increase accuracy and reliability of
the current risk assessment models.
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The Impact of Social Behavior on the Attenuation and Delay of Bacterial Nanonetworks
Molecular communication (MC) is a new paradigm for developing communication systems that exchanges information
through the transmission and reception of molecules. One proposed model for MC is using bacteria to carry information
encoded into DNA plasmids, and this is termed bacterial nanonetworks. However, a limiting factor in the models that have
been studied so far is the environment considered only in ideal conditions with a single population. This is far from realistic
in natural environments, where bacteria co-exist in multiple populations of same and different species, resulting in a very
complex social community. This complex community has social interactions that include cooperation, cheating, as well as
competition. In this paper, the effects of these social interactions on the information delivery in bacterial nanonetworks are
studied in terms of delay, attenuation and data rate. The numerical results show that the cooperative behavior of bacteria
improves the performance of delay and attenuation leading to a higher data rate, and this performance can be degraded
once their behavior switches towards cheating. The competitive social behavior shows that the performance can degrade
delay as well as attenuation leading to slower data rates, as the population with the encoded DNA plasmids are prevented
from reaching the receiver. The analysis of social interactions between the bacteria will pave the way for efficient design of
bacterial nanonetworks enabling applications such as intra-body sensing, drug delivery, and environmental control against
pollution and biological hazards.
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Transformation of ALD grown TiO2 film to topographically microstructured titanium silicide for photonics applications
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Second-order nonlinear optics of metal nanostructures
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Laser sintering of copper nanoparticles on top of silicon substrates

This study examines the sintering of inkjet printed nanoparticle copper ink in a room environment using a laser as a high speed sintering method. Printed patterns were sintered with increasing laser scanning speed up to 400 mm s$^{-1}$. The resistivities of the sintered structures were measured and plotted against the scanning speeds. Increased resistivity seems to correlate with increased scanning speed. A selection of analytical methods was used to study the differences in microstructure and composition of the sintered structures. Based on the results, no discernable difference in the microstructure was noticed between the structures sintered using 20 mm s$^{-1}$ to 400 mm s$^{-1}$ scanning speeds; only the structure scanned using 5 mm s$^{-1}$ speed showed a vastly different microstructure and no resistivity was measurable on this structure. Compositional studies revealed that, apart from the structure scanned with 5 mm s$^{-1}$ speed which contained the highest oxygen, the rest of the structures showed a steady oxygen increase with increased scanning speed.
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High-Power Dilute Nitride Lasers Grown by Molecular Beam Epitaxy

Semiconductor lasers are the most widely used type of lasers. This is due to many beneficial properties including compact size, wavelength coverage, and high efficiency. Different semiconductor laser architectures and gain materials can be used to fulfill requirements of different applications. Semiconductor gain materials are easy to tune to emit at desired wavelengths by changing the composition of the material and they can cover a wide range of wavelengths from ultra-violet to mid-infrared. Still, there are some important gaps in the wavelength coverage. Two of these gaps are located at ~600 nm and ~1200 nm, i.e. just below and above the wavelength coverage of traditional GaAs-based semiconductors. Especially the yellow–red (580–620 nm) part of the visible spectrum is important for applications in the fields of medicine, spectroscopy, astronomy and laser projection.

This work targeted to cover both of the mentioned wavelength gaps by using dilute nitride GaInNAsSb/GaAs quantum well gain material in novel high-power lasers. This thesis discusses especially the fabrication of the dilute nitride gain materials using plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy. Incorporating few percent of nitrogen into InGaAs/GaAs QWs can increase the upper wavelength limit of GaAs-based semiconductors up to 1550 nm by reducing band gap and lattice strain. Using this dilute nitride material system, we fabricated the first multi-watt semiconductor disk lasers (SDLs) emitting at 1180 nm and 1230 nm. The output powers exceeded 10 W at both wavelengths. Although frequency doubling is out of the scope of this thesis, it should be mentioned that these lasers emitted multi-watt powers also at the corresponding frequency doubled wavelengths of 590 nm and 615 nm. In addition, this thesis reports a GaInNAsSb/GaAs SDL emitting at 1550 nm, which is the longest wavelength demonstrated for a monolithic GaAs-based SDL.

SDLs, unlike other semiconductor lasers, can emit high-powers (up to 100 W) in nearly diffraction-limited beams and can be efficiently frequency doubled. However, not all applications require multi-watt output powers but would rather benefit from smaller size of the laser source. For this reason we studied also another laser architecture, namely edge-emitting laser diodes. A single-mode laser with record-high output power of 340 mW at 1180 nm, corresponding to yellow (590 nm) frequency-doubled wavelength, was demonstrated. The laser showed also excellent temperature stability, which is important for miniaturization of frequency-doubled lasers.

The laser demonstrations could not have been realized without good understanding of the basic properties of the GaInNAs(Sb) gain material and its fabrication. Studies related to these aspects and to calibration of PA-MBE reactors form an important part of this thesis. Especially, effects of growth temperature and As/III beam equivalent pressure ratio on the grown semiconductor structures were studied.

In summary, this work is concerned with plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy of GaInNAsSb/GaAs gain materials. The fabricated materials were used in novel lasers emitting at wide range of technologically important wavelengths that are difficult to reach otherwise.
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On the Synthesis, Morphology, and Applications of Engineered Aerosol Nanoparticles

Nanotechnology, the manipulation of matter at the scale of 1–100 nm, is present in everyday life and continues extending into new areas of application. Aerosol synthesis routes, the production of nanoparticles in the gas phase, are known to be continuous, highly controllable, and even suitable for fabricating different types of nanostructured metamaterials—materials with properties not found in nature. In this thesis, single and multicomponent engineered aerosol nanoparticles with different morphologies were synthesized for applications involving interactions between light and matter. The synthesized nanoparticles included spherical silver particles, titania-encapsulated iron oxide particles, silver-decorated silica particles, and silver–titania composite doublet particles. Furthermore, the studied applications for the nanoparticles were magnetically separable photocatalyst nanopowders and nanostructured metal–dielectric metamaterials with linear and nonlinear optical properties, more specifically, localized surface plasmon resonance and second-harmonic generation, respectively.

The aerosol synthesis techniques utilized for the nanoparticle production in this thesis included particle size selection, sintering, encapsulation, and coating. The sintering of the size-selected silver agglomerates to spheres continued the trends found from the literature. In the simple encapsulation process, liquid precursor containing solid particles was sprayed into a tubular furnace where the precursor thermally decomposed on the surface of the solid particles, forming multicomponent particles. This approach was demonstrated by synthesizing titania-encapsulated iron oxide particles. As titania and iron oxide are known to be photocatalytic and magnetic, respectively, the produced nanopowder could find use as a magnetically separable photocatalyst. The silver coatings on the silica and titania carrier particles, accomplished by physical vapor condensation, were found to form different types of morphologies due to the migration of the silver on the carrier particles.

The wavelength of the localized surface plasmon resonance of spherical silver particles deposited on glass substrates was tuned between 400–450 nm with the particle size. Due to the random deposition process, particle–particle contacts on the substrate caused broadening of the extinction spectrum with higher area fractions. On the other hand, the silver-decorated silica nanoparticles maintained the narrow plasmon resonance band even with high particle number densities. This enabled the fabrication of thicker bulk-type optical materials. The nonlinear optical properties of bulk-type multilayer nanostructures consisting of alternating layers of silver-decorated silica nanoparticles and pure silica were investigated. It was proposed that the porous particle layers were in a key role in the formation of the required non-centrosymmetric structure. Furthermore, both the silver particles and the multilayer structure were important for the second-harmonic generation, whose intensity increased with the number of layers. The fabricated structures could be further optimized in order to increase the conversion efficiency of the second-order nonlinear optical process.
Binding energies of exciton complexes in transition metal dichalcogenide monolayers and effect of dielectric environment

Excitons, trions, biexcitons, and exciton-trion complexes in two-dimensional transition metal dichalcogenide sheets of MoS2, MoSe2, MoTe2, WS2, and WSe2 are studied by means of density functional theory and pathintegral Monte Carlo method in order to accurately account for the particle-particle correlations. In addition, the effect of dielectric environment on the properties of these exciton complexes is studied by modifying the effective interaction potential between particles. Calculated exciton and trion binding energies are consistent with previous experimental and computational studies, and larger systems such as biexciton and exciton-trion complex are found highly stable. Binding energies of biexcitons are similar to or higher than those of trions, but the binding energy of the trion depends significantly stronger on the dielectric environment than that of biexciton. Therefore, as a function of an increasing dielectric constant of the environment the exciton-trion complex "dissociates" to a biexciton rather than to an exciton and a trion.

Enhancement of second-harmonic generation from silicon nitride with gold gratings

We report strong enhancement of second-harmonic generation in a hybrid nanostructure with gold gratings embedded in a silicon nitride film. Compared to a flat silicon nitride film, the enhancement factor can be as large as 102 to 103 for transverse magnetic and electric polarizations, respectively in good agreement with numerical results calculated using...
finite element method. For both polarizations, the enhancement arises from a resonance between the waveguide modes and grating.
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One-step large-scale deposition of salt-free DNA origami nanostructures
DNA origami nanostructures have tremendous potential to serve as versatile platforms in self-assembly-based nanofabrication and in highly parallel nanoscale patterning. However, uniform deposition and reliable anchoring of DNA nanostructures often requires specific conditions, such as pre-treatment of the chosen substrate or a fine-tuned salt concentration for the deposition buffer. In addition, currently available deposition techniques are suitable merely for small scales. In this article, we exploit a spray-coating technique in order to resolve the aforementioned issues in the deposition of different 2D and 3D DNA origami nanostructures. We show that purified DNA origamis can be controllably deposited on silicon and glass substrates by the proposed method. The results are verified using either atomic force microscopy or fluorescence microscopy depending on the shape of the DNA origami. DNA origamis are successfully deposited onto untreated substrates with surface coverage of about 4 objects/mm(2). Further, the DNA nanostructures maintain their
shape even if the salt residues are removed from the DNA origami fabrication buffer after the folding procedure. We believe that the presented one-step spray-coating method will find use in various fields of material sciences, especially in the development of DNA biochips and in the fabrication of metamaterials and plasmonic devices through DNA metallisation.
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**Preparation of Supercapacitors on Flexible Substrates with Electrodeposited PEDOT/Graphene Composites**

Composite films consisting of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) and graphene oxide (GO) were electrochemically polymerized by electrooxidation of EDOT in ionic liquid (BMIMBF₄) onto flexible electrode substrates. Two polymerization approaches were compared, and the cyclic voltammetry (CV) method was found to be superior to potentiostatic polymerization for the growth of PEDOT/GO films. After deposition, incorporated GO was reduced to rGO by a rapid electrochemical method of repetitive cathodic potential cycling, without using any reducing reagents. The films were characterized in 3-electrode configuration in BMIMBF₄. Symmetric supercapacitors with aqueous electrolyte were assembled from the composite films and characterized through cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic discharge tests. It was shown that PEDOT/rGO composites have better capacitive properties than pure PEDOT or the unreduced composite film. The cycling stability of the supercapacitors was also tested, and the results indicate that the specific capacitance still retains well over 90% of the initial value after 2000 consecutive charging/discharging cycles. The supercapacitors were demonstrated as energy storages in a room light energy harvester with a printed organic solar cell and printed electrochromic display. The results are promising for the development of energy-autonomous, low-power, and disposable electronics.
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750 nm 1.5 W frequency-doubled semiconductor disk laser with a 44 nm tuning range

We demonstrate 1.5 W of output power at the wavelength of 750 nm by intracavity frequency doubling a wafer-fused semiconductor disk laser diode-pumped at 980 nm. An optical-to-optical efficiency of 8.3% was achieved using a bismuth borate crystal. The wavelength of the doubled emission could be tuned from 720 to 764 nm with an intracavity birefringent plate. The beam quality parameter $M^2$ of the laser output was measured to be below 1.5 at all pump powers. The laser is a promising tool for biomedical applications that can take advantage of the large penetration depth of light in tissue in the 700–800 nm spectral range.
Observation of Beam Self-Induced Transition from Positive to Negative Optical Refraction in Nematic Liquid Crystals

We demonstrate that light refraction at a straight interface between an isotropic dielectric and a nematic liquid crystal can change from positive to negative depending on power. The phenomenon relies on the reorientational response and the all-optical rotation of the optic axis, causing in turn variations in walk-off and beam self-steering.
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Construction of an Interconnected Nanostructured Carbon Black Network: Development of Highly Stretchable and Robust Elastomeric Conductors

In the present work, a strong filler-filler network of conductive carbon black was strategically established in an elastomer matrix, which leads to a unique combination of electrical and mechanical properties. The novelty of our composites was the development of a strong percolated morphology of nanostructured conducting carbon black particles by the incorporation of relatively large nonreinforcing spherical silica particles, inside the soft elastomer matrix. This technique allowed us to fabricate solution styrene butadiene rubber (S-SBR) composites with outstanding electrical conductivity of 40 S/m, tensile strength ~10 MPa, and extensibility up to 200%. Furthermore, the electrical conductivity was strain-independent up to 50% elongation strain. The electrical conductivity was found to be unaltered after 2000 loading-unloading cycles. This is the first ever report of a robust elastomeric system with such high electrical conductivity where all the basic ingredients used were selected from well-known commercially available raw materials of rubber industry. This work directly manifests an industrially viable method for preparing high-performance elastic conductors that can be utilized in robust and flexible applications.
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Superatom Model for Ag–S Nanocluster with Delocalized Electrons

Several Ag–S nanoclusters where the cluster core comprises mixed metal (main component) and sulfur atoms show superatomic orbitals in the conduction band edge. However, there are no superatomic states, i.e., delocalized electrons, in the valence band, and the clusters in question can be labeled as “zerovalent”. We show here an example of an Ag–S cluster which fulfills the superatom model and has delocalized electrons: The recently synthesized and characterized [Ag62S12(StBu)32]2+ cluster has four delocalized valence electrons based on a simple counting rule, and we compare it to the zerovalent cluster [Ag62S13(StBu)32]4+. Our electronic structure analysis confirms the existence of superatomic states in the valence and conduction bands, but the locations of these states do not agree completely with the conventional prediction based on the spherical Jellium model. [Ag62S12(StBu)32]2+ displays the 1S2 electronic shell closure at the Fermi energy instead of the 1S21P2 configuration as suggested by its electron count. This shift of energy levels and electron shell closing has been introduced by the core–shell structure of the cluster. Our optical absorption simulation can reproduce the features observed in the experiments, and we assign these features to the transitions involving superatomic states within the conduction band.
Coating of Silica and Titania Aerosol Nanoparticles by Silver Vapor Condensation

Silica and titania aerosol nanoparticles are coated with silver through a physical coating process. The silver is evaporated in a tubular furnace flow system and condensed on the ceramic carrier particles with diameters of approximately 100nm. The temperature gradient in the furnace system is optimized in order to avoid homogeneous nucleation of the silver. The generated ceramic-silver composite nanoparticles are characterized with aerosol measurements and analytical transmission electron microscopy. Two completely different particle morphologies are clearly observed, silver-decoration and composite doublet, with amorphous silica and crystalline rutile titania as the carrier particles, respectively. The former morphology consists of multiple silver nanodots with diameters of 1-10nm, while in the latter morphology the silver had formed a larger structure with a size comparable to that of the carrier particle. Different shapes are observed in these larger silver structures, such as triangular, rodlike, and hexagonal. Differences in the silver particle migration on the surface of the silica and titania particles is proposed to be the key factor resulting into the two distinct particle morphologies.
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A single aspiration of rod-like carbon nanotubes induces asbestos-like pulmonary inflammation mediated in part by the IL-1 receptor

Carbon nanotubes (CNT) have been eagerly studied because of their multiple applications in product development and potential risks on health. We investigated the difference of two different CNT and asbestos in inducing proinflammatory reactions in C57BL/6 mice after single pharyngeal aspiration exposure. We used long tangled and long rod-like CNT, as well as crocidolite asbestos at a dose of 10 or 40 μg/mouse. The mice were sacrificed 4 and 16h or 7, 14, and 28 days after the exposure. To find out the importance of a major inflammatory marker IL-1β in CNT-induced pulmonary inflammation, we used etanercept and anakinra as antagonists as well as Interleukin 1 (IL-1) receptor (IL-1R-/-) mice. The results showed that rod-like CNT, and asbestos in lesser extent, induced strong pulmonary neutrophilia accompanied by the proinflammatory cytokines and chemokines 16h after the exposure. Seven days after the exposure, neutrophilia had essentially disappeared but strong pulmonary eosinophilia peaked in rod-like CNT and asbestos-exposed groups. After 28 days, pulmonary granulomas, goblet cell hyperplasia, and Charcot-Leyden-like crystals containing acidophilic macrophages were observed especially in rod-like CNT-exposed mice. IL-1R-/- mice and antagonists-treated mice exhibited a significant decrease in neutrophilia and messenger ribonucleic acid (mRNA) levels of proinflammatory cytokines at 16 h. However, rodlike CNT-induced Th2-type inflammation evidenced by the expression of IL-13 and mucus production was unaffected in IL-1R-/- mice at 28 days. This study provides knowledge about the pulmonary effects induced by a single exposure to the CNT and contributes to hazard assessment of carbon nanomaterials on airway exposure.
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Influence of relative humidity and physical load during storage on dustiness of inorganic nanomaterials: implications for testing and risk assessment

Dustiness testing using a down-scaled EN15051 rotating drum was used to investigate the effects of storage conditions such as relative humidity and physical loading on the dustiness of five inorganic metal oxide nanostructured powder materials. The tests consisted of measurements of gravimetric respiratory dustiness index and particle size distributions. Water uptake of the powders during 7 days of incubation was investigated as an explanatory factor of the changes. Consequences of these varying storage conditions in exposure modelling were tested using the control banding and risk management tool NanoSafer. Drastic material-specific effects on powder respirable dustiness index were observed with the change in TiO$_2$ from 30 % RH (639 mg/kg) to 50 % RH (1.5 mg/kg). All five tested materials indicate a decreasing dustiness index with relative humidity increasing from 30 to 70 % RH. Test of powder water uptake showed an apparent link with the decreasing dustiness index. Effects of powder compaction appeared more material specific with both increasing and decreasing dustiness indices observed as an effect of compaction. Tests of control banding exposure models using the measured dustiness indices in three different exposure scenarios showed that in two of the tested materials, one 20 % change in RH changed the exposure banding from the lowest level to the highest. The study shows the importance of powder storage conditions prior to tests for classification of material dustiness indices. It also highlights the importance of correct storage information and relative humidity and expansion of the dustiness test conditions specifically, when using dustiness indices as a primary parameter for source strength in exposure assessment.
The critical velocity of rebound determined for sub-micron silver particles with a variable nozzle area impactor

The critical velocity of rebound was determined for spherical silver aerosol particles in the size range of 20-1000 nm. A novel instrument, a variable nozzle area impactor, was especially designed for measuring the particle-surface interaction as a function of the particle impact velocity. The experimental results were combined with a numerical model in order to obtain the impact velocities. The experiments were carried out using a plain aluminum collection substrate in the impactor. Our results show that the critical velocity of rebound decreases from 14 to 0.022 m/s as the particle size increases from 20 to 1000 nm. Furthermore, the critical velocity was found to be proportional to the power of -1.6 of the particle size, instead of the theoretical inverse proportionality. This result is in line with the previous studies for micron-sized particles. In the nanoparticle size range, the obtained values are approximately 3-10 times greater than the recent literature values. This discrepancy can most likely be explained by the different surface materials. All in all, our results give valuable information about the particle-surface interactions in the sub-micron size range.
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In vitro platelet activation, aggregation and platelet-granulocyte complex formation induced by surface modified single-walled carbon nanotubes

Surface modification of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) such as carboxylation, amidation, hydroxylation and pegylation is used to reduce the nanotube toxicity and render them more suitable for biomedical applications than their pristine counterparts. Toxicity can be manifested in platelet activation as it has been shown for SWCNTs. However, the effect of various surface modifications on the platelet activating potential of SWCNTs has not been tested yet. In vitro platelet activation (CD62P) as well as the platelet-granulocyte complex formation (CD15/CD41 double positivity) in human whole blood were measured by flow cytometry in the presence of 0.1 mg/ml of pristine or various surface modified SWCNTs. The effect of various SWCNTs was tested by whole blood impedance aggregometry, too. All tested SWCNTs but the hydroxylated ones activate platelets and promote platelet-granulocyte complex formation in vitro. Carboxylated, pegylated and pristine SWCNTs induce whole blood aggregation as well. Although pegylation is preferred from biomedical point of view, among the samples tested by us pegylated SWCNTs induced far the most prominent activation and a well detectable aggregation of platelets in whole blood. (C) 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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615 nm GaInNAs VECSEL with output power above 10 W

A high-power optically-pumped vertical-external-cavity surface-emitting laser (VECSEL) generating 10.5 W of cw output power at 615 nm is reported. The gain mirror incorporated 10 GaInNAs quantum wells and was designed to have an emission peak in the 1230 nm range. The fundamental emission was frequency doubled to the red spectral range by using an intra-cavity nonlinear LBO crystal. The maximum optical-to-optical conversion efficiency was 17.5%. The VECSEL was also operated in pulsed mode by directly modulating the pump laser to produce light pulses with duration of ~1.5 µs. The maximum peak power for pulsed operation (pump limited) was 13.8 W. This corresponded to an optical-to-optical conversion efficiency of 20.4%.

615 nm GaInNAs VECSEL with output power above 10 W

A high-power optically-pumped vertical-external-cavity surface-emitting laser (VECSEL) generating 10.5 W of cw output power at 615 nm is reported. The gain mirror incorporated 10 GaInNAs quantum wells and was designed to have an emission peak in the 1230 nm range. The fundamental emission was frequency doubled to the red spectral range by using an intra-cavity nonlinear LBO crystal. The maximum optical-to-optical conversion efficiency was 17.5%. The VECSEL was also operated in pulsed mode by directly modulating the pump laser to produce light pulses with duration of ~1.5 µs. The maximum peak power for pulsed operation (pump limited) was 13.8 W. This corresponded to an optical-to-optical conversion efficiency of 20.4%.
Measuring optical anisotropy in poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene): poly(styrene sulfonate) films with added graphene

Abstract
Graphene is a 2D nanomaterial having a great potential for applications in electronics and optoelectronics. Composites of graphene with conducting polymers have shown high performance in practical devices and their solution-processability enables low-cost and high-throughput mass manufacturing using printing techniques. Here we measure the effect of incorporation of graphene into poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) to the optical anisotropy, absorbance and conductivity of the film. Uniaxial anisotropy in PEDOT:PSS films has been thought to be caused by the spin-coating process used in fabrication. We have characterized spray- and spin-coated films using ellipsometry and total internal reflection spectroscopy, the latter especially for films too thick and uneven for ellipsometry, and show that spray-coating, similar to inkjet printing, also produces consistently anisotropic properties even in very thick and uneven films. Possible plasmonic excitations related to graphene are not seen in the films. The optical and electrical anisotropy of graphene/PEDOT:PSS enables routes to high performance devices for electronics, photonics and optoelectronics.
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Holographic entanglement entropy in 2D holographic superconductor via AdS3/CFT2

The aim of the present letter is to find the holographic entanglement entropy (HEE) in 2D holographic superconductors (HSC). Indeed, it is possible to compute the exact form of this entropy due to an advantage of approximate solutions inside normal and superconducting phases with backreactions. By making the UV and IR limits applied to the integrals, an approximate expression for HEE is obtained. In case the software cannot calculate minimal surface integrals analytically, it offers the possibility to proceed with a numerical evaluation of the corresponding terms. We'll understand how the area formula incorporates the structure of the domain wall approximation. We see that HEE changes linearly with belt angle. It's due to the extensivity of this type of entropy and the emergent of an entropic force. We find that the wider belt angle corresponds to a larger holographic surface. Another remarkable observation is that no "confinement/deconfinement" phase transition point exists in our 2D dual field theory. Furthermore, we observe that the slope of the HEE with respect to the temperature dSdT decreases, thanks to the emergence extra degree of freedom(s) in low temperature system. A first order phase transition is detected near the critical point.
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Single-mode 1180 nm GaInNAs/GaAs DBR laser diode for frequency doubling to 590 nm: paper CB_11_4
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High power GaInNAs VECSEL emitting at 1230/615 nm
We report a frequency-doubled VECSEL operating at 1230/615 nm. The gain chip was grown by plasma-assisted MBE and comprised 10 GaInNAs quantum wells. Preliminary experiments show an output power of >8 W at 615 nm.
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Passive resonance sensor based method for monitoring particle suspensions
Control of particle suspensions is needed in several modern industrial processes. A reason for the difficulty in this task has been the lack of a fast and reliable measurement. In this study, we tested the measurement of particle suspension by using a method based on a passive resonance sensor. The relative amounts of dispersing agent and aluminium oxide in the suspension were varied. The studied method yielded signals which depended on the complex permittivity of the suspension. The results indicated that we were able to measure information that can be used as feedback for the suspension preparation process. In addition, the tested instrumentation was simple and robust and thus this method may allow online measurements directly from the industrial processes.
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Fabrication of electrospun poly(D,L lactide-co-glycolide)80/20 scaffolds loaded with diclofenac sodium for tissue engineering Surgery

Background: Adaptation of nanotechnology into materials science has also advanced tissue engineering research. Tissues are basically composed of nanoscale structures hence making nanofibrous materials closely resemble natural fibers. Adding a drug release function to such material may further advance their use in tissue repair. Methods: In the current study, bioabsorbable poly(D,L lactide-co-glycolide)80/20 (PDLGA80/20) was dissolved in a mixture of acetone/dimethylformamide. Twenty percent of diclofenac sodium was added to the solution. Nanofibers were manufactured using electrospinning. The morphology of the obtained scaffolds was analyzed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The release of the diclofenac sodium was assessed by UV/Vis spectroscopy. Mouse fibroblasts (MC3T3) were seeded on the scaffolds, and the cell attachment was evaluated with fluorescent microscopy. Results: The thickness of electrospun nanomats was about 1 mm. SEM analysis showed that polymeric nanofibers containing drug particles formed very interconnected porous nanostructures. The average diameter of the nanofibers was 500 nm. Drug release was measured by means of UV/Vis spectroscopy. After a high start peak, the release rate decreased considerably during 11 days and lasted about 60 days. During the evaluation of the release kinetics, a material degradation process was observed. MC3T3 cells attached to the diclofenac sodium-loaded scaffold. Conclusions: The nanofibrous porous structure made of PDLGA polymer loaded with diclofenac sodium is feasible to develop, and it may help to improve biomaterial properties for controlled tissue repair and regeneration.
Equipment for obtaining polimeric nanofibres by electrospinning technology: II. The obtaining of polimeric nanofibers

The computerized technologies and equipment for obtaining nanofibers impose high training, a large interdisciplinary substantiation, capacity for data storage, memorizing, easy usage, selectivity, fiability, stability, reduced time for analyzing/processing of the technological parameters. That is why the computerized electrospinning equipment and technologies for obtaining nanofibers are possible candidates to carry out these requirements owing to the fact that they present both the proper selectivity/sensibility and the increased processing/determining/intervening speed by using the computerized control. This paper aims to present the operation and application of equipment for obtaining polimeric nanofibers by electrospinning technology. The designing and accomplishing of the suggested electrospinning equipment has been aimed to obtain a modular system which should allow the control of the technological parameters by means of the computer. Thus, the multitude of the parameters which influence the process of electrospinning, can be independently and automatically varied. The obtained nanofibers were studied by scanning electron microscope.
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Recent advances in the fabrication of nanoscale structures have enabled the production of almost arbitrarily shaped nanoparticles and so-called optical metamaterials. Such materials can be designed to have optical properties not found in nature, such as negative index of refraction. Noble metal nanostructures can enhance the local electric field, which is beneficial for nonlinear optical effects. The study of nonlinear optical properties of nanostructures and metamaterials is becoming increasingly important due to their possible uses in nanoscale optical switches, frequency converters and many other devices.

The responses of nanostructures depend heavily on their geometry, which calls for versatile modeling methods. In this work, we develop a boundary element method for the modeling of surface second-harmonic generation from isolated nanoparticles of very general shape. The method is also capable of modeling spatially periodic structures by the use of appropriate Green's function. We further show how to utilize geometrical symmetries to lower the computational time and memory requirements in the boundary element method even in cases where the incident field is not symmetrical.

We validate the boundary element approach by the calculation of second-harmonic scattering from gold spheres of different radii. Comparison to analytical solution reveals that under one percent relative error is easily achieved. The
method is then applied to model second-harmonic microscopy of single gold nanodots and second-harmonic generation from arrays of L- and T-shaped gold particles. The agreement between the calculations and measurements is shown to be excellent.

To provide a more intuitive understanding of the optical response of nanostructures, we develop a full-wave spectral approach, which is based on boundary integral operators. We present a theory which proves that the resonances of a smooth scatterer are isolated poles that occur at complex frequencies. Other types of singularities, such as branch-cuts, may occur only via the fundamental Green function or material dispersion. We propose a definition of an eigenvalue problem at fixed real frequencies which gives rise to modes defined over the surface of the scatterer. We illustrate that these modes accurately describe the optical responses that are usually seen for certain particle shapes when using plane-wave excitations. With the spectral approach, the resonance frequencies and the modal responses of a scatterer can be found as intrinsic properties independent of any incident field. We show that the spectral theory is compatible with the Mie theory for spherical particles and with a previously studied quasi-static theory in the limit of zero frequency.
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**The Role of Groove Periodicity in the Formation of Site-Controlled Quantum Dot Chains**
Structural and optical properties of InAs quantum dot (QD) chains formed in etched GaAs grooves having different periods from 200 to 2000 nm in [010] orientation are reported. The site-controlled QDs were fabricated by molecular beam epitaxy on soft UV-nanoimprint lithography-patterned GaAs(001) surfaces. Increasing the groove periods decreases the overall QD density but increases the QD size and the linear density along the groove direction. The effect of the increased QD size with larger periods is reflected in ensemble photoluminescence measurements as redshift of the QD emission. Furthermore, we demonstrate the photoluminescence emission from single QD chains.
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High temperature oxidation tests for the high velocity solution precursor flame sprayed manganese-cobalt oxide spinel protective coatings on SOFC interconnector steel

High velocity solution precursor flame spray process was used to deposit MnCo1.9Fe0.1O4 and Mn1.5Co1.5O4 coatings on Crofer 22 APU ferritic stainless steel samples. The solution precursors were manufactured by diluting metal nitrates into deionized water. The as-sprayed coatings were oxidized at 850 degrees C for 500 h to evaluate Cr-barrier and electrical properties.

The post-mortem studies were performed with various qualitative and quantitative elemental analysis methods and a four-point measurement was used for the area specific resistance studies. The as-sprayed coatings were formed of single crystallite nanoparticles (10-20 nm) and polycrystalline sub-micron particles (100-500 nm). The small particle and crystallite size showed strong sintering behavior during the oxidation cycle. Cr-migration was fully prevented thought the oxidized coatings. The surface topography and grain growth dominated the electrical properties during the test cycle.

Copyright (C) 2015, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Spontaneous formation of nanostructures by surface spinodal decomposition in GaAs$_{1-x}$Bi$_x$ epilayers

We report on the spontaneous formation of lateral composition modulations (LCMs) in Ga(As, Bi) epilayers grown by low-temperature (<300 degrees C) molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on GaAs(001). Both cross-section and plan-view transmission electron microscopy techniques are used to investigate the nature of the LCMs, consisting of Bi-rich cylinder-like nanostructures lying along the [001] growth direction. The observed LCMs are the consequence of a two-dimensional phase separation process occurring at the surface of the growing epilayers, and their columnar nature is consistent with a surface-directed spinodal decomposition process. Although LCMs are thermodynamically driven, we show how they can be kinetically controlled, in particular, through the As/Ga flux ratio and the substrate temperature. This is a result of LCMs developing from surface atomic diffusion processes, since the atomic dimer configurations on the surface alter adatom diffusivity. The significant role of the surface reconstructions is also discussed. (c) 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.
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Simple metal under tensile stress: layer-dependent herringbone reconstruction of thin potassium films on graphite

While understanding the properties of materials under stress is fundamentally important, designing experiments to probe the effects of large tensile stress is difficult. Here tensile stress is created in thin films of potassium (up to 4 atomic layers) by epitaxial growth on a rigid support, graphite. We find that this "simple" metal shows a long-range, periodic "herringbone" reconstruction, observed in 2- and 3- (but not 1- and 4-) layer films by low-temperature scanning tunneling microscopy (STM). Such a pattern has never been observed in a simple metal. Density functional theory (DFT) simulations indicate that the reconstruction consists of self-aligned stripes of enhanced atom density formed to relieve the tensile strain. At the same time marked layer-dependent charging effects lead to substantial variation in the apparent STM layer heights.
Workplace performance of a loose-fitting powered air purifying respirator during nanoparticle synthesis

Nanoparticle (particles with diameter ≤100 nm) exposure is recognized as a potentially harmful size fraction for pulmonary particle exposure. During nanoparticle synthesis, the number concentrations in the process room may exceed $10 \times 10^6$ cm$^{-3}$ during such conditions, it is essential that the occupants in the room wear highly reliable high-performance respirators to prevent inhalation exposure. Here we have studied the in-use program protection factor (PPF) of loose-fitting powered air purifying respirators, while workers were coating components with TiO$_2$ or Cu$_{x}$O$_{y}$ nanoparticles under a hood using a liquid flame spray process. The PPF was measured using condensation particle counters, an electrical low pressure impactor, and diffusion chargers. The room particle concentrations varied from $4 \times 10^6$ to $40 \times 10^6$ cm$^{-3}$, and the count median aerodynamic diameter ranged from 32 to 180 nm. Concentrations inside the respirator varied from 0.7 to 7.2 cm$^{-3}$. However, on average, tidal breathing was assumed to increase the respirator concentration by 2.3 cm$^{-3}$. The derived PPF exceeded $1.1 \times 10^6$, which is more than $40 \times 10^3$ times the respirator assigned protection factor. We were unable to measure clear differences in the PPF of respirators with old and new filters, among two male and one female user, or assess most penetrating particle size. This study shows that the loose-fitting powered air purifying respirator provides very efficient protection against nanoparticle inhalation exposure if used properly.
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193-GHz 53-W Subpicosecond Pulse Source

We present a light source that can generate a pulse train with an extremely high repetition rate, tens of watts of average output power, and a low-divergence output beam. This unique combination of system characteristics is achieved with single-stage amplification of a passively harmonically mode-locked semiconductor disk laser in a tapered Yb-doped double-clad fiber. With the short-length tapered fiber amplifier an amplification factor >17 dB is reached, while preserving the 930-fs pulse duration of the semiconductor disk laser. The demonstrated pulse source with a beam quality factor...

Localized surface plasmon resonance in silver nanoparticles: Atomistic first-principles time-dependent density-functional theory calculations

We observe using ab initio methods that localized surface plasmon resonances in icosahedral silver nanoparticles enter the asymptotic region already between diameters of 1 and 2 nm, converging close to the classical quasistatic limit around 3.4 eV. We base the observation on time-dependent density-functional theory simulations of the icosahedral silver clusters Ag55(1.06nm), Ag147(1.60nm), Ag309(2.14nm), and Ag561(2.68 nm). The simulation method combines the adiabatic...
GLLB-SC exchange-correlation functional with real time propagation in an atomic orbital basis set using the projector-augmented wave method. The method has been implemented for the electron structure code GPAW within the scope of this work. We obtain good agreement with experimental data and modeled results, including photoemission and plasmon resonance. Moreover, we can extrapolate the ab initio results to the classical quasistatically modeled icosahedral clusters.
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Scaling the Power and Tailoring the Wavelength of Semiconductor Disk Lasers

Optically pumped semiconductor disk lasers (SDLs) provide a unique combination of high output power, high beam quality and possible emission wavelengths spanning from the ultraviolet to the mid-infrared spectral range. In essence, SDLs combine the wavelength versatility of semiconductor gain media with the power scaling principles of optically pumped solid state disk lasers. The emission wavelength of SDLs can be tailored to match the desired application simply by altering the composition of the gain material. High power operation, however, requires efficient thermal management, which can be realized using thin structures that are integrated with industrial diamond heat spreaders. The main objective of this thesis was to develop methods for increasing the output power of optically pumped SDLs, especially in challenging wavelength
regions. The work included integrating SDL gain elements onto diamond heat spreaders using thin intermediate gold layers. This configuration enabled 45–50 % higher output powers than conventional bonding with indium solder. In addition, the reflectivity of the SDL gain mirror was enhanced using a semiconductor-dielectric-metal compound mirror. This procedure enabled 30 % thinner mirror structures when compared with the conventional design, where the reflectivity of the semiconductor mirror is enhanced with a metal layer. Finally, thin GaAs-based semiconductor mirrors were integrated with InP-based active regions. Such integration is necessary for high power operation in the spectral range 1.3–1.6 µm, because InP-based compounds for a highly reflective thin mirror section are not available. The configuration enabled record-high output powers of 6.6 W and 4.6 W at the wavelengths of 1.3 µm and 1.58 µm, respectively. The second objective of this thesis was to generate high output powers in single-frequency operation and via intracavity frequency-doubling. In single-frequency operation, record-high output powers of 4.6 W and 1 W were demonstrated at the wavelengths of 1.05 µm and 1.56 µm, respectively. Such light sources are required for numerous applications including free-space communications and high resolution spectroscopy. In addition, second-harmonic generation was demonstrated with SDLs emitting at 1.3 µm and 1.57 µm. The output powers reached 3 W at 650 nm and 1 W at 785 nm, which represent record-high output powers from SDLs in this wavelength range. These types of lasers could be especially useful in biophotonics and medical applications.

A Method and an Apparatus for Producing Nanocellulose
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Second-harmonic generation imaging of semiconductor nanowires with focused vector beams

We use second-harmonic generation (SHG) with focused vector beams to investigate individual vertically aligned GaAs nanowires. Our results provide direct evidence that SHG from oriented nanowires is mainly driven by the longitudinal field along the nanowire growth axis. Consequently, focused radial polarization provides a superior tool to characterize such nanowires compared to linear polarization, also allowing this possibility in the native growth environment. We model our experiments by describing the SHG process for zinc-blende structure and dipolar bulk nonlinearity.
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Method and an Apparatus for Producing Nanocellulose

Described herein is nanocellulose produced by introducing a mixture of cellulose based fiber raw material and water through a refining gap, having a width smaller than 0.1 mm. In the refining gap, the fiber raw material is subjected to processing forces varying in the direction of introducing said mixture, by means of refining zones provided in the gap one after each other in the feeding direction, whereby the refining surfaces differ in surface patterning and/or surface roughness. The mixture of fiber raw material and water is guided past the refining surfaces in the feeding direction to different locations in the refining zone by by-pass channels provided in the stator. The width of the refining gap is maintained by the combined effect of the feeding pressure of the mixture of fiber raw material and water fed into the refining gap and the axial force of the rotor.
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Silver sulfide nanoclusters and the superatom model

The superatom model of electron-shell closings has been widely used to explain the stability of noble-metal nanoclusters of few nanometers, including thiolate-protected Au and Ag nanoclusters. The presence of core sulfur atoms in silver sulfide (Ag-S) nanoclusters renders them a class of clusters with distinctive properties as compared to typical noble-metal clusters. Here, it is natural to ask whether the superatom model is still applicable for the Ag-S nanoclusters with mixed metal and nonmetal core atoms. To address this question, we applied density functional simulations to analyze a series of Ag-S nanoclusters: Ag14S(SPh)12(PPh3)8, Ag14(SC6H3F2)12(PPh3)8, Ag70S16(SPh)34(PhCO2)4(triphos), and [Ag123S35(StBu)50]3+. We observed that superatomic orbitals are still present in the conduction band of these Ag-S clusters where the cluster cores comprise mostly silver atoms. Our Bader charge analysis illustrates that thiolates play a significant role in withdrawing charge (electron density) from the core Ag atoms. The simulated optical absorption properties of the selected Ag-S clusters reflect the substantial band gaps associated with typical molecular orbitals on both sides. Apart from Ag14S(SPh)12(PPh3)8, which has a central sulfur atom in the cluster core, superatomic orbitals of the Ag-S clusters can have contributions for individual transitions in the conduction band.
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Binary TiO2/SiO2 nanoparticle coating for controlling the wetting properties of paperboard

We introduce a flame based aerosol method to fabricate thin films consisting of binary TiO2/SiO2 nanoparticles deposited directly from the flame onto the paperboard. Nanocoatings were prepared with Liquid Flame Spray (LFS) in a roll-to-roll process with the line speed of 50 m/min. Surface wetting behavior of nanocoated paperboard was studied for different Ti/Si ratios in the precursor, affecting TiO2/ SiO2 ratio in the coating. Wettability could be adjusted to practically any water contact angle between 10 and 160° by setting the Ti/Si ratio in the liquid precursor. Structure of the two component nanocoating was analysed with FE-SEM, TEM, EDS, XPS and XRD. The porous thin film coating was concluded to consist of ca. 10 nm sized mixed oxide nanoparticles with segregated TiO2 and SiO2 phases. Accumulation of carbonaceous compounds on the surface was seen to be almost linearly dependent on the Ti/Si ratio, indicating of each species being exposed in corresponding amount. However, wetting of the surface was observed to follow merely an S-shaped curve, caused by the roughness of the nanocoated surface. Reasons for the observed superhydrophobicity and superhydrophilicity of these binary nanocoatings on paperboard are discussed. (C) 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
Compact intracavity singly-resonant optical parametric oscillator pumped by GaSb-based vertical external cavity surface-emitting laser: Concept and the main operational characteristics

The concept of an intracavity singly-resonant optical parametric oscillator pumped by a GaSb-based vertical external cavity surface-emitting laser has been proposed. The steady-state characteristics of the parametric oscillator with the joint cavity shared by the pump and signal optical fields have been numerically analyzed. Using a few millimeter long orientation-patterned quasi-phase-matched GaAs nonlinear crystal in such a cavity allows fairly compact (~15-mm long) device working in the mid-infrared range (wavelength of 16.5 μm) to be built.
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Deposition of silver nanoparticles on carbon nanotube arrays
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Effect of Multiwalled Carbon Nanotubes on the Properties of EPDM/NBR Dissimilar Elastomer Blends

In the presence of multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNT), polar nitrile-butadiene rubber (NBR) and nonpolar ethylene propylene diene rubber (EPDM) blends were prepared following a melt mixing method. For the preparation of MWCNT filled EPDM/NBR blends, two mixing methods were used: direct mixing and the masterbatch dilution method. Various physical, mechanical, and morphological properties are explored to elucidate the dispersion behavior of MWCNTs. It was concluded that the preparation method influences the dispersion of the nanotubes in different rubber phases and the properties of these blends are controlled by the degree of dispersion of the nanotubes in the two phases.
Enhanced in-line detection, cleaning and repair of nano-scale defects in thin-films used for flexible photovoltaic and food packaging applications
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Generation of bound states of pulses in a soliton laser with complex relaxation of a saturable absorber

A numerical model of a soliton fibre laser with a semiconductor saturable absorber mirror (SESAM), characterised by the complex dynamics of absorption relaxation, is considered. It is shown that stationary bound states of pulses can be formed in this laser as a result of their interaction via the dispersion-wave field. The stability of stationary bound states of several pulses is analysed. It is shown that an increase in the number of pulses in a stationary bound state leads eventually to its decay and formation of a random bunch. It is found that the bunch stability is caused by the manifestation of nonlinear self-phase modulation, which attracts pulses to the bunch centre. The simulation results are in qualitative agreement with experimental data.
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Graphene–Rubber Nanocomposites
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Imagerie fantôme temporelle: Première démonstration expérimentale
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Influence of Diffusion Barriers on Thermal Ageing Behaviour of Solar Absorber Coatings on Copper
The thermal stability of magnetron sputtered and electroplated solar absorber coatings were investigated at elevated temperatures of 200-500°C. Diffusion barriers of aluminium and nickel were studied towards thermal diffusion of copper substrate atoms.
The diffusion barriers studied were experimental magnetron sputtered Al layers and an industrial electroplated Ni layer between a Cu substrate and an absorber coating. The thicknesses of Al barriers were 0.1 µm and 0.5 µm, and a Ni barrier was 3 µm thick. As absorber coatings, magnetron sputtered chromium-based coatings and industrially electroplated black chromium coatings, were studied. The sputtered absorbers were a 3-layer stack of CrOx/Cr/CrOx with layer thicknesses of 0.05/0.03/0.05 µm, respectively. The electroplated black chromium coating had a thickness of 0.2 µm. Copper was used as a substrate for all of the absorbers studied.

The degradation of the absorber surfaces and influence of diffusion barriers were analysed by optical measurements (solar absorbance with a UV/Vis/NIR spectrophotometer and thermal emittance with a FTIR spectrophotometer), microstructural analyses were performed using a field-emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM). The absorbers were aged by means of heat treatments in a circulating air furnace at 200, 300, 400 and 500°C for two hours. The experimental analyses were performed before and after the ageing studies.

The results showed that without a barrier coating copper substrate atoms can diffuse into the absorber coating and through the coating to the surface of the coating and form CuO islands on the surface. These phenomena degraded optical selectivity of the absorber surface. The diffusion can be prevented or retarded with a diffusion barrier layer between the Cu substrate and the absorber coating. The 3-µm-thick Ni barrier prevented Cu diffusion and retained optical selectivity up to 500°C for two hours and the 0.5-µm-thick Al layer up to 400°C.
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Lasing in ultrasmall microdisc/microring cavities with active region based on InAs/InGaAs/GaAs quantum dots
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Layered Double Hydroxide (LDH)-Based Rubber Nanocomposites
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Local cleaning method for micron-sized particle contamination in thin film processing
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Long-term corrosion protection by a thin nano-composite coating
Abstract We report and discuss the corrosion protective properties of a thin nano-composite coating system consisting of an 11 µm thick polyester acrylate (PEA) basecoat, covered by an approximately 1–2 µm thick layer of TiO2 nanoparticles carrying a 0.05 µm thick hexamethyl disiloxane (HMDSO) top coat. The corrosion protective properties were evaluated on carbon steel substrates immersed in 3 wt% NaCl solution by open circuit potential (OCP) and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements. The protective properties of each layer, and of each pair of layers, were also evaluated to gain further understanding of the long-term protective properties offered by the nano-composite coating. The full coating system showed excellent corrosion protective properties in the corrosive environment of 3 wt% NaCl-solution for an extended period of 100 days, during which the coating impedance, at the lower frequency limit (0.01 Hz), remained above 108 Ω cm2. We suggest that the excellent corrosion protective properties of the complete coating system is due to a combination of (i) good adhesion and stability of the PEA basecoat, (ii) the surface roughness and the elongated diffusion path provided by the addition of TiO2 nanoparticles, and (iii) the low surface energy provided by the HMDSO top coat.
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Micro- and nano-scale defect detection, cleaning and repair techniques to improve the quality of nanoscale barrier coatings

Microdisk lasers based on GaInNAsSb/GaAsN quantum well active region

Microdisk lasers based on GaInNAsSb/GaAsN quantum well active region are developed and studied under optical pumping. Room temperature lasing at 1.55 μm in 2.3 μm in diameter microdisks with InGaAsNSb/GaAsN QW is demonstrated.
Monolithic GaInNAsSb/GaAs VECSEL emitting at 1550 nm

We report the first monolithic GaAs-based vertical external-cavity surface-emitting laser (VECSEL) operating at 1550 nm. The VECSEL is based on a gain mirror which was grown by plasma-assisted molecular beam epitaxy and comprises 8 GaInNAsSb/GaAs quantum wells and an AlAs/GaAs distributed Bragg reflector. When pumped by an 808 nm diode laser, the laser exhibited an output power of 80 mW for a mount temperature of 16 °C.

Non-Instantaneous Polarization Dynamics in Resonant Dielectrics

Nanoscale surface modification and barrier coatings for packaging materials
Nonlinear Optics of Metal Nanostructures
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Optical properties and thermionic emission in solar cells with InAs quantum dots embedded within GaNAs and GaInNAs

The optical properties of p-i-n solar cells comprised of InAs quantum dots embedded within GaNAs and GaInNAs quantum wells are reported. Strain compensating and mediating GaNAs and GaInNAs layers shift the photoluminescence emission as well as absorption edge of the quantum dots to longer wavelengths. GaNAs and GaInNAs quantum wells contribute also to extending the absorption edge. In addition, the use of GaNAs and GaInNAs layers enhances the thermal escape of electrons from QDs by introducing steps for electrons to the GaAs conduction band.
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Pigment-cellulose nanofibril composite and its application as a separator-substrate in printed supercapacitors

Pigment-cellulose nanofibril (PCN) composites were manufactured in a pilot line and used as a separator-substrate in printed graphene and carbon nanotube supercapacitors. The composites consisted typically of 80% pigment and 20% cellulose nanofibrils (CNF). This composition makes them a cost-effective alternative as a substrate for printed electronics at high temperatures that only very special plastic films can nowadays stand. The properties of these substrates can be varied within a relatively large range by the selection of raw materials and their relative proportions. A semi-industrial scale pilot line was successfully used to produce smooth, flexible, and nanoporous composites, and their performance was tested in a double functional separator-substrate element in supercapacitors. The nanostructural carbon films printed on the composite worked simultaneously as high surface area active electrodes and current collectors. Low-cost supercapacitors made from environmentally friendly materials have significant potential for use in flexible, wearable, and disposable low-end products.
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Power and wavelength scaling using semiconductor disk laser - bismuth fiber MOPA systems

We present a master oscillator power amplifier (MOPA) system that comprises a mode-locked semiconductor disk laser (SDL) emitting at 1.33 µm and a bismuth-doped fiber amplifier. The mode-locked SDL was fabricated by wafer bonding an InP-based gain section with a GaAs-based distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) using (3-Mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane. The bismuth-doped fiber amplifier was pumped with a continuous wave SDL emitting at 1.18 µm. The MOPA system produced pulses at a repetition rate of 827 MHz with a pulse energy of 0.62 nJ, which corresponds to an average output power of more than 0.5 W.
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Quantum dot semiconductor disk laser at 1.3 μm
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Recent progress in wafer-fused VECSELS emitting in the 1310 nm waveband
Over the last years we have continuously improved the performance of 1300 nm band VECSELS with wafer fused gain mirrors in the intra-cavity diamond and the flip-chip heat dissipation configurations. In this work we present recent results for gain mirrors that implement both heat-dissipation schemes applied to the same fused gain mirror structure. We demonstrate record high output powers of 7.1 W in the intra-cavity diamond heat-spreader configuration and 6.5 W in the flip-chip heat dissipation scheme. These improvements are achieved due to optimization of the wafer fused gain mirror structure based on AlGaNAs/InP-active region fused to AlAs-GaAs distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) and application of efficient methods of bonding semiconductor gain mirror chips to diamond heatspreaders.
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Roll-to-roll coating by liquid flame spray nanoparticle deposition

Nanostructured coatings have been prepared on a flexible, moving paperboard using deposition of ca. 10-50-nm-sized titanium dioxide and silicon dioxide nanoparticles generated by a liquid flame spray process, directly above the paperboard, to achieve improved functional properties for the material. With moderately high production rate (~ g/min), the method is applicable for thin aerosol coating of large area surfaces. LFS-made nanocoating can be synthesized e.g. on paper, board or polymer film in roll-to-roll process. The degree of particle agglomeration is governed by both physicochemical properties of the particle material and residence time in aerosol phase prior to deposition. By adjusting the speed of the substrate, even heat sensitive materials can be coated. In this study, nanoparticles were deposited directly on a moving paperboard with line speeds 50-300 m/min. Functional properties of the nanocoating can be varied by changing nanoparticle material; e.g. TiO2 and SiO2 are used for changing the surface wetting properties. If the liquid precursors are dissolved in one solution, synthesis of multi component nanoparticle coatings is possible in a one phase process. Here, we present analysis of the properties of LFS-fabricated nanocoatings on paperboard. The thermophoretic flux of nanoparticles is estimated to be very high from the hot flame onto the cold substrate. A highly hydrophobic coating was obtained by a mass loading in the order of 50-100 mg/m2 of titanium dioxide on the paperboard.
Supercontinuum generation as a signal amplifier

Supercontinuum white-light generation in optical fibers is a process that is known for its extreme sensitivity toward fluctuations of the input pulses, giving rise to a strong amplification of input noise. Such noise amplification has been recognized as a detrimental effect that prevents compression of the broad white-light spectra into a few-cycle pulse. Here, we show that the same effect can be exploited to amplify and recover faint modulation signals to an extent that seems impossible with any electronic method. We experimentally demonstrate the deterministic amplification of faint amplitude modulation signals by up to 60 dB. As we show from numerical simulations, this amplification process arises from the interaction dynamics between solitons and dispersive radiation in the fiber. The resulting all-optic signal restoration provides a new photonic building block that enables signal processing at virtually unlimited processing speeds.

Tellurium (Te)-doping of self-catalyzed GaAs nanowires

Tellurium (Te)-doping of self-catalyzed GaAs nanowires (NWs) grown by molecular beam epitaxy is reported. The effect of Te-doping on the morphological and crystal structure of the NWs is investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The study reveals that the lateral growth rate increases and axial growth rate decreases with increasing Te doping level. The changes in the NW morphology can be reverted to some extent by changing the growth temperature. At high doping levels, formation of twinning superlattice is observed alongside with the {111}-facetted sidewalls. Finally, the incorporation of Te is confirmed by Raman spectroscopy.
The effect of coupling agents on silicate-based nanofillers/carbon black dual filler systems on the properties of a natural rubber/butadiene rubber compound
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Thermal Management in Long-Wavelength Flip-Chip Semiconductor Disk Lasers
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Titania–silver composite nanoparticles with interesting morphology
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Van der Waals interactions are critical in Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations of porphyrin-fullerene dyads

The interplay between electrostatic and van der Waals (vdW) interactions in porphyrin-C$_{60}$ dyads is still under debate despite its importance in influencing the structural characteristics of such complexes considered for various applications in molecular photovoltaics. In this article, we sample the conformational space of a porphyrin-C$_{60}$ dyad using Car-Parrinello molecular dynamics simulations with and without empirical vdW corrections. Long-range vdW interactions, which are poorly described by the commonly used density functional theory functionals, prove to be essential for a proper dynamics of the dyad moieties. Inclusion of vdW corrections brings porphyrin and C$_{60}$ close together in an orientation that is in agreement with experimental observations. The structural differences arising from the vdW corrections are shown to be significant for several properties and potentially less important for others. Additionally, our Mulliken population analysis reveals that contrary to the common belief, porphyrin is not the primary electron donating moiety for C$_{60}$. In the considered dyad, fullerene's affinity for electrons is primarily satisfied by charge transfer from the amide group of the linker. However, we show that in the absence of another suitable bound donor, C$_{60}$ can withdraw electrons from porphyrin if it is sufficiently close.
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Nanofabrication and Adsorption Studies of Organic Molecules on Metal and Metal Alloy Surfaces as Templates for Biofunctional Applications

The nanofabrication of organic layers on metal and metal alloy surfaces was studied in this thesis by employing photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) as the main analysis method. The motivation for this research is to introduce new properties to metal and metal alloy surfaces via self-assembly driven adsorption processes of organic molecules. Trimesic acid (TMA) and glycine adsorption on single crystal Cu(100) surface was investigated with PES and scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM). TMA on Cu(100) exhibits coverage dependent surface phases with drastic changes in the molecular orientation. The mobile TMA molecules at low coverage transform into Cu atom coordinated TMA networks and finally into carboxyl (COOH) functionalized, densely packed TMA monolayers. This is enabled due to three equivalent COOH groups symmetrically around a rigid benzene ring. Homo- and heterochiral surface phases of achiral glycine on Cu(100) were observed, and a new structural model for glycine bonding on Cu(100) based on STM and density functional theory calculations is presented. The coadsorption of aminopropyl trimethoxysilane (APS) and mercaptopropyl trimethoxysilane (MPS) on stainless steel was studied with an aim to incorporate MPS in APS matrix with tuneable distribution. In addition to the determination of elemental and chemical states at the surface, PES data was also used to determine the surface morphology by employing inelastic electron energy-loss background analysis. Synchrotron radiation mediated PES enabled the study of the in-depth distribution of the chemical states in non-destructive manner. The functionality of the APS/MPS overlayers on stainless steel was studied with chemical derivatization. The studies of TMA and glycine on Cu(100) provide important knowledge of the adsorption behaviour of small molecules on surfaces, which is crucial for understanding the adsorption phenomena of larger molecules, such as proteins on more complex substrates. The fabricated surface structures may also be applicable to molecular electronics or catalytic surfaces. The bifunctional silanization of stainless steel, on the other hand, is directly transferrable to industrial scale processes. The bifunctional APS/MPS nanomolecular layer on stainless steel works as a template, to which biomolecules can be covalently coupled with tuneable distribution. Hence, the stainless steel surface can be biofunctionalized for a range of applications, depending on the properties of the biomolecules.

Nonlinear optical response of metal nanoparticles and nanocomposites

In this work, we study the second-order nonlinear optical properties of two kinds of nanoplasmic structures. The first part of the study concerns regular arrays of L-shaped gold nanoparticles. The samples are investigated by linear characterization, i.e., extinction spectroscopy, and by second-harmonic generation. By incorporating the effective medium theory into the earlier developed nonlinear response tensor formalism, we determine the effects connected to higher-multipolar interactions in the second-order nonlinear response of the samples. We verify the effect of the sample quality on the presence of such multipolar contributions, as well as the effect of the local field enhancement, which is driven by the plasmon resonance. In the second part of the thesis, we investigate bulk-like materials with symmetry breaking along the direction of the normal to the sample surface. These samples are fabricated with aerosol techniques, which are relatively cheap and time efficient. The symmetry breaking is induced by the structure, i.e. by separating consecutive layers of
silver-glass nanocomposite with silica glass. It is shown that after optimization such a structure might be interesting as a second-order nonlinear material. We also develop an analytical model that allows us to estimate the surface nonlinear tensor of such structures. Preliminary estimates show that decreasing the effective thickness of such structures could improve their nonlinear properties.
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Switchable water absorption of paper via liquid flame spray nanoparticle coating

Surface wetting/anti-wetting and liquid absorption are relevant properties of many porous solids including paper and other cellulose-based materials. Here we demonstrate how surface wetting by water and water absorption of commercially available Kraft paper can be altered by thin nanoparticle coatings fabricated by liquid flame spray in facile and continuous one-step process. Surface wettability and absorption properties of paper increased with silica and decreased with titania (TiO₂) nanoparticle coatings. Moreover, the water-repellent (superhydrophobic) TiO₂ nanoparticle coated paper could be switched to superhydrophilic and water absorbing by ultraviolet illumination. The experiments revealed that although surface wetting and liquid absorption of nanoparticle coated paper are strongly related to each other, they are two distinct phenomena which do not necessarily correlate. We propose wetting regimes on the nanoparticle coated paper samples on the basis of the experimental observations.
A 1.33 μm picosecond pulse generator based on semiconductor disk mode-locked laser and bismuth fiber amplifier

We demonstrate that a combination of ultrafast wafer bonded semiconductor disk laser and a bismuth-doped fiber amplifier provides an attractive design for high power 1.33 μm tandem hybrid systems. Over 0.5 W of average output power was achieved at a repetition rate of 827 MHz that corresponds to a pulse energy of 0.62 nJ. (C) 2014 Optical Society of America
Composition dependent growth dynamics in molecular beam epitaxy of GaInNAs solar cells

We have investigated the role of the nitrogen content, the growth parameters, and the annealing processes involved in molecular beam epitaxy of GaInNAs solar cells lattice-matched to GaAs. The nitrogen composition was varied between 1% and 5%. The influence of the growth temperature was assessed by performing photoluminescence, atomic force microscopy, X-ray diffraction, reflection high-energy electron diffraction, quantum efficiency and light-biased current-voltage measurements. The growth temperature ensuring the best cell parameters was found to be 440 °C. At this temperature we were able to incorporate up to 4% of nitrogen and achieve a good material quality. Further increase of the N composition to 5% led to phase separation. For the lattice matched samples grown within the optimal temperature range, we have identified a clear (1×3) surface reconstruction. Using the optimized growth we have demonstrated a GaInNAs p-i-n solar cell structure containing 4% nitrogen, that exhibited a short-circuit current density as high as 33.8 mA/cm² in respect to effective area illuminated. These measurements have been performed under real sun AM1.5 (~1000 W/m²) illumination. © 2014 Elsevier B.V.
Site-Controlled Epitaxy and Fundamental Properties of InAs Quantum Dot Chains

Self-assembled InAs/GaAs quantum dots (QD) are artificial atoms which exhibit extremely high optical and structural quality and enable tailoring of the quantum confinement by adjusting their size, shape, and chemical composition. However, a disadvantage of the self-assembled formation process is that the QDs are randomly located on the GaAs surface. The ability to determine the positions of the QDs at the moment of nucleation, i.e. site-controlled growth, is essential for the new generation of photonic applications including single- and entangled-photon sources and nanophotonic integrated circuits. The purpose of this thesis is to introduce a new nanomaterial system composed of site-controlled InAs quantum dot chains (QDC) grown by molecular beam epitaxy in nanoimprint lithography prepared grooves. A thorough investigation of the structural and optical properties of QDCs is also presented. The thesis demonstrates that, regardless of the inherent anisotropy of the GaAs(100) surface, QDCs having similar density, size, and emission energy can be grown simultaneously on nanopatterns with different orientations by carefully selecting the growth parameters. However, the in-plane optical polarization of the spontaneous emission from the QDCs depends on their orientation. In more general perspective, this thesis reveals that the nanopattern on which the site-controlled QDs are grown has a strong influence on their morphological properties, including shape, size, strain profile, and composition profile. These properties are strongly cross-correlated and they all influence the electronic and optical characteristics of the QDs. For example, the growth of QDs in the grooves increases their oscillator strength for the vertically polarized spontaneous emission, which is the polarization component that can be coupled to surface plasmons in a metal film. This polarization property accompanied by the possibility of deterministic lateral positioning makes the site-controlled QDCs potential building blocks for plasmonic and nanophotonic waveguides.
1.33 um MOPA system based on ultrafast semiconductor disk laser and bismuth fiber amplifier
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Second-harmonic response of multilayer nanocomposites of silver-decorated nanoparticles and silica

We perform a detailed characterisation of the second-order nonlinear optical response of nanocomposites consisting of alternating layers of silver-decorated silica glass nanoparticles and pure silica glass. The samples are fabricated using aerosol techniques and electron-beam dielectric coating, resulting in a bulk-like material with symmetry-breaking induced by the porosity of the alternating layers. The second-order nonlinear response increases with the number of layers. Further, by determining the components of the second-order susceptibility tensor of the samples, we show that the structural properties of the samples are well maintained as the sample thickness is increased. Our results form an important baseline for any further optimization of these types of structures, which can be fabricated using very straightforward methods.
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